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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents an evaluation of series, parallel and a

combination of both, high voltage direct current (itv¡C) multiterminal

schemes. The study is based on the economical, operational- and rel-iab-

ility aspects in which theoretical, mathematical and comparative

approaches have been developed. The criteria consÍdered are: require-

ment for dc circuit breakers, level of reactj-ve pov/er supply, effect

of ac/dc system size and operational features of Èhe multiterminal

schemes.
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LÏST OF SYMBOLS

B!, B2 Bridges of converter station B

"f 
Capacitance of filter

Com. Comparator

Conv. Converter

dc CB Direct current circuit breaker

Dl, ,Z Bridges of converter station D

Ur" AC system voltage

eI Electrical

f Function of

F.G. Function generator

F.A.L. Firing angle limits

G.P.G. Grid pulse generator

Gen. Generator

ta Direct current

td'" ÐC current of the Inverter B

td* DC current of the Rectifier A

t" Line current

fnv. fnverter

"f 
Inductance of filter

m. sec" Millisecond
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¡41,'/ Megawatts

N Nurnber

NC Normally closed

NO Norma1ly open

Pd DC power

P.f. Poweï factor

n*ru.". Measured power

Porde, Ordered power

Rec. Rectifier

*li'. Resistance of line

S.C. Synchronous condenser

S.R. Smoothing reactor

Tr. fine Transmission l_ine

Transf. Transformer

t^ tap changer
-11

V_. commutation voltage

Ua DC voltage

UOr, DC line voltage

V¿O DC voltage (ideal_)

% Converter internal DC vol_tage

Udr" DC voltage at the inverter B

V¿na DC voJ_tage at the rectifier A

Ub, Voltage at breaker

> Greater than

< Less than



As Change in firing angle value

AI Margin current

^Nb 
Change in number of bridges

At^ Change in tap positionp

ô po\{eï factor angle

0,ß Firingangles

Y, H Overlap or commutation angles

I Summation
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CHAPTER 1

TNTRODUCTION

1. I General- Backgror¡nd

The present increasing use of electric power necessitates the

expansion of power systems. These systems grow in terms of loads and

generating capabilities. This requires transmission of large blocks of

po\¡¡er over long distances using extra high voJ-tage (EIrv) overhead trans-

mission l-ines; underground and/or water-crossing cabl_es.

High voltage ac interconnected power systems have been consj-dered

and effectively employed as the cheapest transportation medium of energy

for better util-ization of energy resources and reliable operation. To

reduce the energy transmission cost further, EHV-ac voltage l-evel-s have

been used and still- higher voltage l-evel_s (UHV-ac) are under investigation.

These ac interconnections are associated with such problems as stabil-ity,

rel-iabifity, economics, series and shunt compensation of power systems.

ltrf,v'/ever' the incorporation of HVDC transmission systems in ac trans-

mission networks has been a major change in power transmission during

the last few years, lvith the improvements in HVDC technology (e.g.,

Thyrister Valves), HVDC transmission has been increasingly acceptable.

The application of HVDC technotrogTy t¡as been limited to point-to-

point HVDC transmission schemes. Therefore to utifize IIVDC technolosv

more widely, and to the full-est extent possible, FIVDC mul-titerminal-

systems have to be developed.

The possible applications of the multiterminal HVDC schemes are:

(a) BuIk power transmission over long distances;
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(b) Ac network interconnections; and,

(c) Re-inforcing the heaviJ_y loaded ac networks.

Some of the potential advantages of such schemes are:

(1) Control of short circuit capacity;

(2) Emergency supply of power;

(3) Better utilization of energy resources; and,

(4) Irower energy transportation cost.

Basical-Iy, dc technology offers three possible configurations for

interconnection of dc converter stations. These are serì es - nnr4fler or

a combination of the series and paraltel schemes. parall-el schemes can

be either mesh (delta) or radíal-l-y (teed) ínterconnected dc converLer

stations. The author has proposed a new scheme (series and parallel-

combination) which can be either a combination of radial- and seri-es or

mesh and series connected converter stations. However, only a comb-

ination of series and radial schemes is described in this thesis.

Al-1 these HVDC multiterminal schemes differ with respect to their

operating characteristics and benefits. Thus before the adoption of

such schemes rigorous theoretical and experimentaf studies have to be

norfarmarl

Manrz n¡na -^(3 ,12 r l-3 ) , _',-,.-¿ r,*ì,s!s have been written on the performance of

parallel connected HVDC muttiterminal- schemes. A l-ittl-e is known about

the economic and rel-iability aspects of these schemes. s"ti."(15)

and/or a combination of Èhe series and parallel schemes have been rare]y

considered even for feasibility studies on mul-titerminal- operation.
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I.2 The Study and its objective

This thesis presents operational, economic and rel-iabíJ-ity aspects

of various IIVDC multiter¡ninal- schemes.

The primary objective of this study is to investigate whether

any HVDC multiterminal scheme is practical for development.

1.3 Approach to the Evaluation of HVDC Multiterminal Schemes

The operational- features of each scheme are of major concern and

have been described in detail in this study. Economic and rel-iability

studies find their own place in this docurnent. Descriptive and comparative

techniques are employed to analyse the various schemes. The fundamental-

points considered are:

(a) Operational features of the multiterminal- schemes; starting,

stopping, pov/er reversal, po\,^/er regulation and fault handling, etc.;

(b) Reactive po\^7er requirement;

(c) Effect of the size of the interconnected ac/dc systemr and,

(d) Requirement of the dc circuit breaker.

In Chapter 2 current and voltage profiles are used to study the

system operation of HVDC mul-titerminal schemes.

fn subsequent chapters (3,4 and 5) block diagrams, mathematícal

equations and operational characteristics are incl-uded for each scheme.

A comparat.ive approach is used in Chapter 6 to draw the dividing

line between series and parallel schemes based on economic and reliability

criteria.

In Chapter 7, the practical application of the study is made to

Manitoba Hydro's dc system.
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I.4 Expected Results

Ïtisexpectedthatthisstudywi]-]-setupsomeguidelinesfor

the operation of a particufar multiterminal- scheme under normal and

abnormal operating condítj-ons. These conditions wiIl then provide a

valuabl-e reference point for the stabl-e operation of interconnected ac

Reguirement of a dc circuit breaker will- be clearly defined for any

particular scheine. These requirements will differentiate between series

and parall-el connections.

For a specific project the economic and reliability studies wil-l-

differentiate between parallel and series scheme. This will optimize

the system cost and maintain an adequate level of reliability of power

supply.

Therefore,themainobjectiveofthisstudywillbetoprovide

additional information to a system planning engineer for the future

developments of HVDC muftiterminal schemes.

Further investigations on the refined control- circuitry, detailed

mathematicaf mode] and computer analysis of each scheme for every aspect

is suggested.
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CTIAPTER 2

GENERAL CONSTDEFATIONS

Amonq the various energy transportation means such as trucking,

trains, barges, pÍpe l-ines, etc., the electrical transmission line is

the most popular one for the transportation of energy from energy

resource (s) to demand centre (s) . The transmission system can be either

ac or dc.

AC technology has been effectively applied for the generation,

transmission and util-ization of el-ectrical enerqy. This is because of

advantages with generation, distribution and utilization of ac pov¡er.

AC can easily be transformed from one voltage to an other voftage, thus

generation and dist.ribution systems can be optj-mally designed. Even

with the wide range of vol-tage levels (t2oV, 2o]v, 34'7v, fl-Kv, etc.) in

the distribution system, various domestic, industrial and commerical

loads can be supplied from one independent ac source (e.g., a power

transformer at an industrial comntcyì Thie flrexibil_iLy in the sel_ection

of voltage l-evel-s helps to reduce the energy transportatj-on cost.

In contrast to ac, dc can not be transformed from one vol-taqe ro

another voltage. But dc technology offers major economic and technical

advantages (given in next Section) for the tra¡smission of el-ectricaf

energy over long distances, underground, underwater and even without

any transmission line (back-to-back converter operation) .

DC transmission itsel-f i-s a vast fiel-d. The next few sections wi-l-l

provide some insight to the subject.



2,L Technical and Economical- Comparison Between ac and dc transmission

Assuming the same pov/er transfer capability of the ac and dc trans-

ruission systems, points of comparison are -(I'2'3)

(1) Overhead dc transmission lines:

DC transmission requires l-ess conductor length, simplified tower

design and narrower right-of-way due to fewer number of conductors,

shorter crossarm of the tower and bal-anced weiqht of the conductor.

Hence in dc' per unit length l-ine cost will be l-ower than an equiva-
(L\

lent ac line. Present estimates'-' show that dc l-ine cost is 60 to

70? the cost of an ac l-ine.

AÈ the same time, there is no stability limitations with dc trans-

mission l-inks as their power Lransfer capability is controlable

at the converter stations. Rather dc lj-nks split the J-arge ac

systems and improve the system stability.

AC transmission l-ines are sensitive and thej-r stabil-ity decreases

with increase in length. This is so because ac pot¡/er transfer is

mainly governed by transmission angle "ð" and the system reactance

"x". Thus to optinr-ize the power flow on an ac J-ine, series and

shunt compensaLion wil-l- be necessary and it is expensive on extra

long distance (ELD) lines. In a dc link, power is controlled by

the sending end dc voltage, and none of the above effects are

present. Therefore a dc l-ine becomes more attractive with increase

in transmission length (over 400 miles).

DC Cable Transmission:

Technical-Iy HVDC cables are more acceptabl-e than EHV-ac cabl-es

due Èo the absence of charging currents, fewer conductors, lower

{2)
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(3)

polver l-osses and l-ower insul-ation l-evels. Due to the absence

of skin effect in dcf current distribution is uniform in the

conductor cross-section, and hence there is better util_ization of

the conductor area. Therefore HVDC cab]es are much cheaper tharr

EHV-ac cables for a given capacity.

To supply bulk power across large water bodies (C,otland Scheme)

or into highly popurated metropolitan areas (e.g., Kings North Scheme

in England) dc cable transmission (over 20 mil_es) is the only

cheap and practical sol-ution as overhead transmission becomes

impractical- in such cases.

Asynchronous Operation:

Al-1 ac power systems must run i¡ errnnhrnni qm fnr g¿lisfactory

operation. However, dc l-i¡es form an asynchronous link in an ac

power system and as such the system stability is improved. Thus

ac systems with different frequencies (..g.. 50 Hz/6O Hz in Japan)

and voltages (I38 kV/230 kV in Manitoba, Canada) can operate

independent of one another at the two ends of a dc l-ink. The desree

of interaction between systems or segments can be made variabl-e and

can be controlled via the fast firing angle control at the

converteT stations.

Further it might also be possible to generate power more economically

at a frequency other than 60 Hz (lower or higher as the case may be)

and transmit it by asynchronous dc tink to the receiving ac system

operating at the power frequency. Such a philosophy may elevate

the economy J-n generation at the initial- design stage.
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(A\ Insul-ation of dc Lines:

As firing angle controf performs the major switching functions,

over-voltages in a dc l-ine due to the switching surges will be

quite low. Hence the insulation l-evel- on a dc line wil-l- be l-ower

than a comparable ac line.

Insutation l-evel- is greatJ-y affected by the environmental-

conditions (rain, fog, snow, etc.), hence it is a widely variable

quantity. Under similar weather conditions, the insul-ation leve1

of a dc l-ine is approximately 85% of the equivalent ac l-ine

insulation level-.

Use of the Earth as a Conductor:

Homogeneous earth is an exceflent conductor of el-ectricity. It

is economical- and efficient due to its free availability and low

resistance. It is rel-iable as wel].

DC transmission can use earth as a conductor in two ways. One

in a monopolar mode and the other in a bipolar mode for emergency

operations. With a faul-t on a pole of a bipolar line, the earth

eLectrode may be used as a substitute to the faul-ty pole and a tnlf of

the rated power can be easily transmitted. Thus a dc bipolar line

with earth return, will be as reliabl-e as a double circuit ac

line.

At the same time some probl-ems such as corrosion of metal-lic

partsf po\¡¡er system neutraf unbal-ance, maloperation of electronic

relays, etc., are associated with the use of earth return. How-

ever, these problems can be easity l-ooked after in the initia}
/"\

design. It is suggested''' to k."p the earth electrode 5



mifes from metallic structures.

(6) Co-ordination of Power F]ow:

The beauty of HVDC transmission l-ies in the fast and refined power

control through its fast and accurate firing angle control-.

Normally dc power is regulated Èhrough the rectifier dc voltage

control-. Dc voltage is directly related to the cosine of the

firing angle (v, = v^ cos q). Firing angle settings are derived.oo
from the power order, conveyed by the load dispatch office (L.D.o.)

through the master power controll_er.

An additional advantage with the dc transmission is the abil-itv to

reverse the direction of its power fl-ow as soon as desired. This

action is also taken by the firing angle control system. Thus

tho qr¡qtem rcli¡hiIil-r¡ ¡nÄ ¡+-l'ì1;+" i^ i-.ur¡L rJ Ð uerr! a v¿¿ r uelrrf, LJ r> rru.¡.)f OVed. HOWeVef . SUCh

facilities are not easil_y available with the ac systems.

(7) Deferring the Investment:

usually dc transmission vortage and hence the power can be raised

through a number of steps to follow the load growth of a connected

system. DC system voltage is raised by adding bridges in series.

Therefore the investment and hence the borrowing of money and

interest on it, will fol-low the steps of l_oad qrov¡th. Such

affects are more pronounced in case of large pol{er ptants with

extra long distance transmission lines (e.g., Nel-son River

Development).

As opposed to it, investment on the ac systems, especially trans-

mission J-ines, has to be made at initial stases of construction

and can not be deferred.
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(8) Converter Stations:

A major part of the cost saving with a HVDC transmission l_ine

is offset by the high cost of HVDC converter stations. The cost

of converter valves, converter transformers, ac and dc harmonic

filters, auxil-iaries and reactive power supply is considerabl-e.

However, the use of solid state devices (thyrister vafves) tends

to reduce the overall- cost of the converter stations. JapaneserEuro-

pean and American scientists and engineers are putting their

best efforts into the devel-opment of large size (power rating)

thyrister valves and dc circuit breakers.

AIso, el-ectrical engineers have proven the validity of these

comparisons by working in this fiel-d from the middl-e of this

century. Existing point-to-point schemes are the token of their

success. Stil-1 many schemes are in progress and more are proposed.

Point-to-Point HVDC Transmission Schemes2.2

So far, about 20 IÍVDC transmission schemes have been commissioned

and are in operation. The usual arrangement has been point-to-point

transmission. In such schemes (FiS. 2-I) rectifier stations are arranged

for conversion from ac to dc and power is transmitted over extra long

distance (ELD) transmission l-ines (due to economical- reasons) to inverter

stations. From the inverter stations ac lines supply the load

^ôhfvôc

In a point-to-point scheme, converter bridges are arranged in series

(FiS. 2-2) to attain the required transmission voltage. An egual number

of converter bridqes are operated at the rectifier and inverter stations

respectively to maintain the balanced system operation. tr^lith modern
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---!
Fig. 2-2 Converter I n qêr] êq

ur- * u,

bridges

(1-L

Fig. 2-3 Converter bridges ín parallel.

V

Fig. 2-4 Converter stations in parallel.
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t.echnology,thyrister valves are arranged in parallel (or in series) to

achieve the desired current (or voltage) rating per bridge of a converter

station. fn the recent shcemes, like Cobara Bassa, provision has been

made for paralleling the converter bridges (Fig. 2-3) in order to raise

the current l-evef on the healthy pofe when one of the poJ-es develops a

fau]t. In the Nelson River scheme, paralleling of t\^¡o converter stations,

(Fig. 2-4) with the loss of one bipoJ-e, could be done. Such alternatives

have to be considered for the reliabiJ-ity of power suppl-y.

Fig- 2-5 shows current and voftage reg'ulation characteristic of a

point-to-point HVDC transmission scheme. The rectifier station controfs

Èhe current magnitude and the inverter controfs the voltage fevel. P

is the operating point. The firing angle control- system regulates the

povrer desired betv¡een the converter statíons irrespective of the trans-

mission line length and ac system smal-1 voltage variation. Even power

reversal- on point-to-point schemes is guite fast and is achieved by

advancing the firing angle at the rectifier (a > l20o ) and retarding the

firino anole at the inverter (ß < 8Oo). A similar approach' i.e.,

advancing the rectifier into an inverter mode of operation, is followed

for clearing the dc system faults. AlI these facilities (fault clearing,

power reversal and fast power changes) are incorporated by means of the

fast firing angle control system inherent to the point-to-point HVDC

schemes.

In the foÌlowing sections, aïrangement of the transmi-ssion schemes

and converter stations is described.
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2.3 HVDC Transmission Line Arrangements

The various transmission schemes are:

1. Monopolar, Fig. 2-6(a)

(í) Monopolar with metallic return

(ii) Monopolar with earth return

2. BiPolar, Fig. 2-6 (b)

3. HomoPo1ar, Fi9. 2-6(c)

2.3.I Monopolar'transmission scheme

It is attractive to use the monopolar scheme (Fig. 2-6(a) ) since

the earth or a metallic conductor could be used as the return conductor

and only the Iive conductor is kept at rated voltage and the required

insulation Ieve1.

This is however, not a highly reliable transmission scheme, because

with the foss of the only conductor (with earth reÈurn) system shut down

will be experienced. Well- known problems, such as corrosion of metallic

surface and subsurface structures, noise level- and abnormal operation

of railway signals (if continuous railway is used) etc., do not favour

the use of earth retu.rn, except under emergency conditions. The mono-

polar scheme with a metallic conductor return eliminates the problems

associated with earth return, but is costly.

2.3.2 Bipolar transmission scheme

As shown in Fig. 2-6(b), such a scheme operates with two main

metallic conductors known as the two poÌes of the transmission scheme.

Vlith the loss of one pole, under fault and,/or any other conditions, half

of the po\'iter can be transmitted on the other (healthy) pole using

earth as the retÌrrn path. If parallelling of the converter station
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poles coufd be done (as in Cobara Bassa), in which case with the l-oss of
)

one po1e, rated poT,.¡er (with higher I-R l-osses) coufd be transmitted on

the sound pofe al-ong with the earth return.

Thus the bipoJ-ar arrangiement is more acceptable and reliabl-e (Nelson

Rlver dc transmission is operating with two bipoles in parall-el) and is

recommended for multiterminal- schemes.

2.3.3 Homopolar transmission scheme

In this scheme two parallel- conductors are used for one pole and

earth is used as the retr:rn path, (FiS. 2-6(c)) " These schemes are

similar to monopolar schemes but have higher reliability.

2.4 Arrangement of Converter Stations (Mul-titerminal Schemes)

A mu]titermina] scheme is one which has more than two interconnected

HVDC converter stations of the same power ratinq-

There may be any number (N > 2) of rectifier and inverter stations.

This requirement will depend upon the potential sources of energy, or

the utilization of energy at l-oad centres.

HVDC interconnections may afso be termed as "tapping" if the power

tapped in or out at that station is not more than 25% of the main

converter station rating. This limit (10 to 25%) is suggested as the

consequence to the practice being used by allowing approximately 15ø"

of rated current value for, "Margin Current" on the existing dc systems.

Multiterminal operation of the converter stations may be considered

for a newly designed HVDC scheme or for og>anding the existing point-to-

point scheme. These two extensions wifl be fu11y analysed in the folÌow-

ing sections of the study.
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2. Series Scheme

3. Combination of

For simplicity, most of

nnar¡ l- i nn

the series and

the fign:res are

HVDC converter stations can be interconnected

1. Parallef Scheme - 1. (a) Radial connectÍon

I. (b) Mesh connection

as fol-l-ows:

Fig. 2-1 (a)

Fig. 2-7 (b)

para1le1 schemes - Fig. 2-LI

represented in monopoJ-ar mode of

2.4.I Paralfel connected multitermina] schemes

Parallel- connected schemes can ei-ther be in the radial or mesh con-

figuration as shown in Fig. 2-7(a) and Fig. 2-7(b) ' respectively.

The current and voltage profiles are shown in Fí9. 2-8 (a) , (b)

resnectiwelv for these r:arallel connected stations.

ï "_-olu

tdr"

(b)

Fig. 2-8 Current and Voltage Profiles for a Parallel-
Connected Scheme.

Therefore in a parallel connected scheme voltage is the same at

af] the stations (FiS. 2-8 (b) ) . Pov/er is regulated through the current

controflers at the respective stations. For example an increase in

power demand at inverter station C will increase the current (tara) at

that station and the current (tU*) at the rectifier station A (nqn. 2.I)

I

iì\/
otu

V
dRA
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Operating conditions wifl be such that

rane=tdt"*tdaa (2.t)

^*tallu

clt{ll ol. iJ ol-u
(2.2)

In a radial scheme stations are connected via a single transmÍssion

circuit whereas in a mesh scheme, duplication of the dc transmission net-

work is avail-able. For example in Fig. 2-7 (a) , inverter station B is

connected radia]]v by dc transmission line A to B. However in the mesh

scheme (Fig. 2-7(b)) station B is connected by two alternative dc trans-

mission lines, one from A to B and other from A to C and C to B. Thus

in the radial scheme of Fig. 2-1(a), a permanent dc line fau1t, say on

l-ine Section DB, will comptetely shutdown the inverter station B. How-

ever in the mesh scheme of Fig . 2-1 (b) a faul-t on the dc l-ine AB will

not disconnect the inverter station B from the rectifier station A, but

station B will receive power via dc lines A to C and C to B. These line

sections will be designed with respect to al-l such contingencies.

Therefore it is clear from the foregoing discussion that the mesh

connected schemes are more retiable but costlier than the radial inter-

connections.

A detail-ed study of the paraÌIel connected schemes has been

presented in Chapter 3.

2.4.2 Series connected muftiterminaf schemes

A series connected multiterminal scheme is shown in Fig. 2-9.

this scheme a rectifier station (Rec. A) is connected in series with

three inverter stations (Inv. B, Inv. C, Inv. D).

fn

the
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Current and voltage profiles of this series connected scheme are

shown in Fig. 2-10(a) and Fig. 2-ro(b) respectiveJ-y. under the normal

operating conditions

rd = ïdRA = rdïB = rdrc = tdro (2 -3)

and

\/=\/+\7rIZ'dRA "dlB "dIC "dlD (2-4)

As transmission current (rd) is the same throughout the scheme,

por^ter is thus controll-ed by voltage controL at the respective stations.
For example, dc voltag. (u¿ra) at inverter station c will be reduced in
proportion to the ]oad reduction at this station fi rst bv i nr-ra¿si¡q

firing angle and then by tap changer (if required, in case of rarqe toad

rejection without which firing angle and hence reactive power supply will
be excessively large). The rectifier station wil-l- reduce its vol-taqe

(U¿*) accordingly to balance the system voltage (Eqn. 2.4).

The main advantages associated with the series scheme are the

power reversal facil-ity and ease of fault cJ-earing. For example a fauJ-ty

bridge or a station wil-l be bypassed by closing the appropriate dc

isolators (as shown in Fig. 2-9 at Inv. B and Inv. D). Al_so fasc power

reversar can be achieved (say at rnv. B) by advancing the firing angle

(into the rectifier mode) at the converter bridges.

For simplicity, main dc isolators are only shown for inverter

statiorsB and D. Similar switching arrangements wj-l-l be availabl-e at. the

other staLions as wel-L. The details of reactive power supply, starting,

stopping and fault clearing of a series scheme have been extensivelv

described in Chapter 4 of this thesis.



2.4.3 Combination of the series and parall-el schemes

Although iÈ seems to be complicated to consider the application

of the series and parallel combined schemes, it is one of the possible

interconnections of the dc schemes as shown in Fig. 2-rr. voltage and

current profiles of this scheme are shown in Fig. 2-I2(a) and Fig. 2-I2(b)

respectively.

The advantage of this scheme may be the fl_exibitity of system

performance either by voltage control (raising or lowering the voltage

at a series station) or by current control (controll_ing it at a parallel

station), if the design permits for such adjustments.

This scheme has never been discussed in l-iterature and. no simuLator

sÈudies or computer analysis have been performed so far. rn chapter 5

of this thesis the fundamental concepts and critical points of such a

scheme have been establ-ished and studied.

2.5 Expanding the Existing Point-to-Poj-nt Scheme for Multiterminaf
l.lnor¡ {- i nnvgvr s e¿v¡¿

All- existing point-to-point schemes have been desicmed for a

speci-fied po\der transfer capability using the technology at that period.

Insulation, current and vol-tage ratings of all- the equipment usually are

fixed with or without the overload capabilitv.

After a few years of existing point-to-point scheme operation,

eíther a nerrrl potential source of electrical energy in proximity to the

HVÐC transmission line route may become attractive, or a substantiaf

demand load may appear. Both these situations should be considered as

Èo whether or not they can be tapped into the existing HVDC transmj-ssion

line. Under this situation, the folIowing cases may be considered;
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Rec. B

Fig. 2-LL A combination of the series and parallel (radial_) scheme.

rdrE=td*-tdt"

(b)

Fig. 2-I2 Voltage and current profiles for Fig. z-LI.
(a) Voltage; (b) Current.
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2.5.I Station "C" as a rectifier station (pd > 30e"), Fig. 2-f 3

Now there are two possibilities of connecting Station "C" to the

existing scheme (assunr-ing no power reversal Ís required) .

(i) Series Connected Station (C):

It can be seen from Fig. 2-l-3 that under the series connection,

the transmission line from Station C to Station B (due to voltage rise

on both poles) and Converter Station B wil-l- have to be prorated for the

ne\Á/ voltage (FiS. 2-I4(b) ) and corresponding insul_ation levef s.

(ii) Paral-le1 Connected Station (C):

with the paraÌ]el operation as shown in Fiq. 2-16 the transmission

line wi]l have to be prorated for this additional current (fig. 2-Il(a))
2

and higher I-R losses have to be tolerated. Also inverter Station B

has to be rated for the additional current.

2.5.2 Station "C" as an inverter station either in series or in parallel

With the fixed. capacity at Station A and with ful-l load demand at

Inverter Station "8", Inverter Station "C" cannot be added to the existinq

point-to-point transrnission system.

ff the capacity at rectifier Station "4" is fixed, but inverter

SÈation "8" has lower load demand than required, then Inverter Station

"C" can easily be accommodated \¡¡ithout special changes on the system.

For an overload capacity available at Rectifier "4" (Pd > 30%), an

addition of lnverter Station rrC" will not require rerating of the trans-

rnission line (beyond Station C) and Converter Station B for its effective

operation. This is because in case of series connection the voltage,

(FiS. 2-15 (b) ) and in case of parallel connection the current (FiS. 2-I8 (a)

on the transmission line is reduced. beyond Inverter Station "C".
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Fig. 2-I3 Extension of an existing point-to-point scheme as
series multiterminal scheme.

tdr"

udru

(b)

Fig. 2-I4 Current and vo1tage profiles for Fig. 2-13 with station C

as a rectifier.
(a) Current; (b) Voltage.
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as an inverter.
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for Fig. 2-13 with station C
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Fig. 2-L6 Extension
para11e1

of an existíng point-to-point scheme into
mul-titerminal- scheme .

Inv. B
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dTB
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(b)

Fig. 2-I7 Current and voltage profiles for Fig. 2-l-6 with station C

as a rectifier.
(a) Current; (b) VoItage.

l7

dIC

Fis. 2-I8 Current and voltage profiles for Fig. 2-16 with station C

as an inverter.
(a) Current; (b)
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2.5.3 Station "C" as "tapped" (Pd < 20%) station

Without any major changes in the system design aspects. Station

rrcrr (Pd < 20e") either as a rectifier or as an inverter, coul-d be added

tqìto the existing system'''.

To conclud.e, it shoul-d be noted that an existing point-to-point

scheme usually could be considered for "tapping" without any major mod.-

ifications but for multiterminal mode of operation, when only suitable

modifications could be made to the converter stations and transmission

lines.

2.6 Newly Designed Multiterminal Schemes

The potential applicatíon of the newly designed multiterminal HVDC

schemes nright be considered in the fol-l-owing cases:

2.6.1 DC interconnection envol-ving number of power plants

A number of power plants coul-d be interconnected to a dc bus via

long distance transmission lines.

As an example, see Fig. 2-l-9 where three remote generating stations

(thermal, nuclear and hydraul-ic) are interconnected to a dc coll-ector bus

at some suitabl-e distance.

Suppose that three ac systems: P, Q and R are to be supplied from

such a scheme, then two al-ternative systems of transmission could be

considered.

1. The load centres (P, Q, R) could be connected individually with dc

lines from a dc col-fector bus and with inverter stations near the

load centres.
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2-L9 Newly designed multiterminal scheme. (with DC bus collector).
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2. Arranging a singte inverter station at the dc bus and then feedinq

the load centres with ac transmj-ssion l-ines. (A single inverter

station is selected assuming that al-ternative ac supply is avail-

abl-e at the load. centres).

The advantages of such a scheme wil_l_ be:

Higher flexibility than a point-to-point scheme, as the new converEer

stations can be accommodated on the dc bus;

Reduced transmission cost with short transmission lines;

Per unit cost reduction of converter stations, (since a unit gen-

erator scheme, with diode rectifier wifl be quite cheap), if rect-

i f i cr i q ¡f conar¡{-i nn. ¡nÄelv¡¡, q¡¡u,

Optimum util-ization of the power system due to system inter-

connections.

The only disadvantage of such a scheme wil-l- be the complexity in

operation of dc circuit breakers and contro] sysuems.

Another possible arrangement of the transmission system, coul-d be

as shown in Fig. 2-2O. Inlith such a configuration of the interconnected.

system, reliability is greatly reduced, (e.g., with a dc tower failure),

due to the parallel operation on a single bipolar line. Howeveï, it will-

be an economical, f]exible and less complex scheme due to the elimination

of a dc bus collector.

A

2.6.2 Utilization of the energy resources

Transmission of power from large energy resources

more dc transmission l-ines (e.g., lulanitoba Hydro Nelson

will be economical- due to less transmission cosÈ. Thus

sites by two or

River development)

energy resources
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will be fu1ly developed and utilized.

2.6.3 Underground dc cabl_es

Supply of power into the large metropolitan or intensely popuJ-ated

areas by wrderground dc cables will be economica'l and ar:r:enratrts.

As shown in Fig. 2-2I , J-arge metropolitan areas coul-d be suppl-ied

by parallef(or series)connected schemes. Power from generating plants

or from other interconnected ac systems can be brouqht to the outer-

peripheries of the receiving system by ELD overhead dc l-j-nes. Then under-

ground cables coul_d be used to supply these areas.

2.6.4 Optimum system operation

Dc system interconnections coul-d be advantageously used. for economic

load scheduling, better stabil-itv and radrrcl-'i nn 9f the reserve capacitv.

Thj-s is so because peak po\¡¡ers can be diversified amonq the j_nter-

connected. stations.

If two or three ac systems of different frequencies have to be inter-

connected then it coul_d be done with the dc link(s). DC systems are

capable of stabilizing the ac systems due to their fast control-s. ALso

dc links do not contribute to the short circuit levels. Hence, due to

their fast and accurate control capability, multitermina] H\rDC links mav

be used to enchance the performance of the interconnected ac sysE.ems.

2.6"5 Emergency conditions

Emergency paralleling of the converters to a healthy pole folJ-owing

a line outage wiÌl provide adequate pov¡er supply to the interconnected

system. The Nelson Rlver Scheme has already been designed from this point
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of view. Paralleling of the two bipoJ-es can be done without interrupting

power flow on the inservice fine. DC controf action, in combination with

high speed load bneak switches, wi]1 be used for paralleJ-ing of the

respective poles. The concern of possible overl-oading of any inverter

under switching condition wil-l be taken care of by the special protective

control action such as current regrrlators.

Also with a fail-ure in a rectifier station of a mul-titerminal

system, po\,ver reversal at other statiors (if possible) may meet the

emergency conditions.

2.7 Advantages of Multiterminal Schemes Over the Point-to-Point Scheme

The advantages offered by the multiterminal- HVDC schemes over the
lÁì

point-to-point FIVDC scheme are as follows: '''

The installed capacity of converters is less than that required

for the several two terminal HVDC links.

It can be seen from Fig. 2-22 that the point-to-point scheme

requires six converter terminals to connect the three ac systems

A, B and C (either generatíon or load centres). fn comparison to

the above fact a multiterminal scheme, parallel or series, can be

arranged using only three converter terminals, resulting in cost

redrrr:f i nn (Fi o- 2-23 shows a radial connected parallel- scheme) .

The overal-I losses i-n the transmission lines and in the converter

stations are lower than the point-to-point scheme.

It is obvious that optimization wifl be done during the design

stage using serj-es or paralle] schemes. Therefore an effort

shoutd be made to achieve optimum system vo1tage Èo minimize the

po\^rer losses (I-R) .

1.



AC Sys. A

Fig. 2-22 point-to-point dc interconnection of three
ac systems.

AC Sys.

Fig. 2-23 Multiterminal (radiaL) dc interconnection of
three ac svstem.
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3" An all-owed overload capability of the overhead lines can be used

advantageously for achieving a more flexible mode of operation.

As most of the transmission lines are designed hrith certain over-

load capability, multiterminal operation (tapping) is quite

possible.

4. Emergency protection against system outages will be avail-able.

5. optimum uLilization of the energy resources and reserve capacatv

coul-d be achi_eved.

Considering the widely accepted technology, experience and advantaqes

of two terminal- HVDC links, there seems to be a great incentive for

economÍcal, feasibl-e and rel-iable application of the mul-titerminal HVDC

schemes.

2.8 Limitations of the Mul-titerminal Schemes

Due to the l-ack of actual- operating experience as yet with the mul-ti-,

terminal- mode of operation and the non-avaj-l-abititv of rìr: r--irr-rrif Èrro¡kcrq-

there is still- some reluctance to adopt such schemes.

2.9 Review of the Literature

The number of mul-titerminal HVDC transmission schemes and thus the

practical experience and knowledge about them is l_imited.

The perfoïmance of series(7) .rla parallel schemes have been studied.

theoretically only. A number of =i*rrlator(8'9) (scaled model-s) studies

have been made. Basically, digital and anal-og computer analysis(10'l-l-)

of the possible interconnections have been done. Computer pronru*=(f')

for the l-oad fl-ow, fault and system performance studies of the series

and parall-el- schemes, have been written.



Most of the existing literature deal_s with the oarallel nonnections

and is in favour of the use of such schemes, because of the possibility

of easy future extensions.
/q\

It is suggested'"' that series schemes are mainl-y considered for
+L^ tt+ --*i *-tl ^.^*l : ^-! i ^- È - , -2-Erre rappr-ng" appl-ication because of the higher r-R fosses during part-

ial Loads and restrictions to future extensions.

The necessity for dc cÍrcuit breakers on the series scheme is not
(7\

often claimed,''' but optimization and proper coordination of the system

performance can be accompl-ished with the use of such devices. F,ast

communication is also not a vital part of such a scheme because po\,{er aE

each station is controlled by individuat voltage control-. On the other

hand, parallet connected schemes have to be provided (12) with circuit

breakers and fast communication facilities for faul-t cl-earance and proper

I n>¡l m¡ #nlr ì n ¡¿¡!¡¡Y.
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is necessary for fast current balancingA fast contrnunication system

at al-l stations.

A parallel connected scheme

fauLt on the transmission line if

means of dc circuit breakers.

wil-l- definiteJ-y

the fast faul-t
"o11.p""(11) with a

cÌearing is not made by



CHAPTER 3

PARALLEL OPERATED TIVDC MgLTITERMTNAL SCHEMES

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a detailed study of the paral1e1 scheme is made.

Major topics concerning operation under normal- and abnormal conditions,

reactive power requirements and necessity for the switching devices are

discussed. CriÈeria for the selection of radial or mesh connected trans-

mission net\dork, are reviewed and suggested.

3.2 General- Considerations

Parafl-el- connection of converter stations is simil-ar to the present-

day interconnected ac systems. In the paralle1 connection of HVDC mul-ti-

terminal- transmission systems the voltage is governed by one station and

the other stations control their currents to regulate the power in

accordance with the power requirements at their power controll-ers.

This system of interconnection afl-ows for future extensions. With

the preliminary design of current carrying capacity of converter stations

and transmission fines, ad.ditionaf converter stations coufd be easily

accommodated.

This mode of HVDC interconnections offers an advantage in the

selection of the transmission line configuration whi-ch can be either mesh

(Delta) or radial- (Star, Teed) , (Fig. 2-7 (a), (b) ).

3.3 Star Connected Schemes

A star connected biPolar

inverter stations are connected

scheme is shown in Fiq. 3-I. Both the

at the same rectifier dc bus. It is
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assumed that inverter Station C

Station A than inverter Station

cl-oser (physically) to rectifier

3.3.1- Switching of the radial connected scheme

(a) Normal Operating Conditions:

Under normal operating conditions, there is no need for circuit

breakers in such a scheme. In a particufar station, converter cont.rol-

can be used to reduce the line current to zero by setting the power order

to zero. only residuaf currents then have to be interrupted by the use of

high speed load break switches to isol-ate the l-ine. If a high speed dis-

connect switch is used in place of a load break switch it wil-l- usually

necessitate the shut-down of the whol-e scheme by means of the converter

controls. This has to be done to avoid the overloadinq and commutation

fail-ure of converter stations. Of course, a reliabl-e tel-ecommunicatíon

channel- for interlocking and. control- setting is required during this

procedure.

(b) Abnormal Conditions:

AC system faul-ts usually cause commutation failure at the inverters

due to the insufficient and unbal-anced ac voltage. DC l-ine faults will

overload the rectifier stations and may cause complete shut-down of the

inverter stations due to the reduction of inverter back-vottaqe.

In the radial network, it is quite possible to detect the faul_t

ín a similar fashion as in a point-to-point scheme (sensing 
"t åI , S *rrot

level of voltage). A dc circuit breaker is required to clear the dc l-ine

fault if shut down of the complete scheme is to be avoided (by conventional-

methods). Therefore a dc circuit breaker wifl reduce the ouLage time and

hence the energy loss component.
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At the instant of the dc cB operation, the control system will

take care of current re-distribution to other stations. If the fault

is temporary, the faulty line (say ae, Fi9. 3-l) will be re-energized

in rectifier mode and reversed into the required mode of operation before

closing the dc CBs (f-1'and 3-3'). With the use of a dc 1oad break switch

the conventional fauLt clearing technique (Section 2.2) has to be used to

clear the dc l-ine faul-t. If the fault is permanent (dc tower failure),

then the dc load break switches wilr be kept open and the rest of the

dc system can be re-energized through the master po\¡rer control-ler.

3.4 Mesh Connected Schemes

The mesh connected HVDC transmission scheme is only attractive from

a rel-iability point of view. The monopolar mesh configuration is a less

expensive scheme (comparing the line cost of bipolar mesh scheme, Fig.

3-1) - However, due to the disadvantages of earth return, this scheme is

analyzed on the single circuit bipolar configuration. Emergency use of

earth return could then be employed.

3.4.1 Switching of the Mesh Connected Schemes

(a) Normal- Conditions:

Due to the mesh connection scheme, individual ine currenÈs cannot

be controll-ed with the converter control-. A dc line under the normal

conditions will have to be isolated by the use of load break switches.

System operation is maintained by means of other paralle1 paths of the

transmission network with a certain overload capability of the line with
/higher T-R losses.



Abnormal- Conditions:

A dc line faur-t on the system requires a círcuit breaker with a

high current interrupting capability. If such a circuit breaker is not
avail-abl-e, faul-t clearance on the dc system is impossibre without kirl_inq
the system before an attempt is made to cl-ear the faurt by the contror-

action.

rn a mesh network there must be a proper co-ordination between dc

cBs at the two ends of a dc line for effective protection because fault
current can be fed through the paralle] dc path. Thi_s can onr-y be

assured through a fast telecommunication system.

3.5

rt is cl-ear that transmission line length in mesh connections is
much greater than the radiaf connections. Also, it is worth notinq that
there are severar additional requirements on the contro.l- system, communication

facil-ities and on the number and size (rating) of the dc circuit breakers in
the case of mesh confignrrations.

Thus, cost and system performance suggest that radial- interconnections
should be investigated from other technical aspects; such as: reliability,
por/\¡er losses, reactive poweï requirement, etc.
3.6 System Size

Viith the paral_lel operation of the multiterminal scheme, a weak ac

system will have severe effect on the system performance. The faults or
load rejections, on weak ac systems, cause higher vor_tage fr_uctuations.

rnverter terminal-s are more affected than rectifier stations. A disturbance

at one of the inverter stations wil-l be refl-ected throughout the sysEem

and i-t may also cause commutaÈion fail-ure at the other inverters.

(Jl)
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Under transient disturbances, larger than normal smoothinq re-

actors wil-l- be ..qnir"d(f3) to avoid overloading of the inverters.

This wi}l directly effect the rating of current interrupting devices

at such stations.

A large dc system compared to the connected ac system, witl be

governed by the dc system power control, thus enhancing ac system

stabil ity.

A i-arger ac system compared to dc system, wil-l maintain the

control- of power transfer. Thus, a dc system wil_l_ reduce the short

^ì -^,,ì 
+ 

^-h^^.: 
!-çrluu¿L uo¡rauruJ of the two interconnected ac syst.ems.

3.7 Reactive power Requirement

For converter operation and power transfer between the rectifier

and inverter terminals, reactive power supply is a must. The amount of

reactive power suppry is directly proportional- to the amount of real-

power transfer and the converter operating conditions.

Equipment for the reactive power supply requires considerabl_e

space and cost in HVDC systems. The sources of reactive power could be

the ac system, filters, static capacitors, static compensators and

synchronous condensors.

During the parallel operation of the multiterminal schemes, dc

voltage is usual-ry held constant by the tap changer and/or by o limit,

and y limit control-" Even when certain load variat.ions are experienced on

the system,the control system maintains the dc svstem voltaqe.

vlith a weak ac source of supply and for a large road rejection

on the ac system, the fast control action of the dc scheme, is effective

in minimizing the reactive power dema¡d.
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The proposed contror- scheme continuously car_curates
Èhe firing angtes to optimize the ïeactive poweï requirement.
Therefore, constant voltage operation (paraÌlel_) does not put
severe requirement.s on the control of reactive po\.^/eï supply.

3.8 Tel_ecommunication Requirement

For the parafrer- connected mur_titerminar schemes the
tel-ecommunication requirement depend upon a number of factors.
These are:

1. The number of conveïteï stations.

2' The number and type of current interrupting devices.
3. Radial_ or mesh cennecti_on.

4. The control_ scheme.

For a redistribution of the current settings and for better
coordj-nation between local- controlfers and the centraf controller,
rel-iable and fast ter-ecommunication is necessaïy. This wifr_
help in reducing the terminar- overroad and in maintaininq
desired pov\¡er f r-ow and security against f orced outages.

As a matter of fact, the use of HVDC breakers is onlv
possibr-e with fast and reliable tefecommunications. rn a

mesh or a radiar connected scheme, fast communication is
essentiaf - This is necessary to provide fast faul_t sensinq
and operation of the CBs for better system protection and

service continuity.
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3.9 Insulation Criteria

fnternal- and external over-voltages aïe generated on the electrical

systems by switching operations and J-ightning strokes respectively.

However, the l-ine outages, dc filter outages and conunutation process of

converters cause over-vol-tages of major concern on the HVDC multiterminat

schemes.

In a bipolar line, smoothing reactors are placed in both poles at both ends

(positive and negative) ahd the insulation level- of the station equipment is

designed with respect to the full line voltage. Such a placement of the

smoothing reactors is especially advantageous when monopolar operation

of a bipolar l-ine is anticipated..

smoothing reactors fimit the fault currents f**l and voltage surgesoc
(+) . Insul-ation co-ordination is then nror¡i rio¡ ( 13 ) - ^^^--.. - - '.crt n co-oror-naELon ¡,--'--=* '--' according to the size of

these reactors.

3. 10 Performance of a paral_l_el_ Scheme

In a parallel- connected mu]titerminal scheme, the dc vol-taqe is

common to al1 stations and is controlled by one station (with ]owest dc

.station voltage) only. Al-1 of the other statj-ons control power through

their direct current continuous adjustments. The general performance of

such a scheme has been clearly explained with the heJ-p of current and

voltage profiles in Section 2.4.f¡ pp. I9-2O.

The following three control schemes have been widel-v described and

proposed:

1. Cr:rrent marqin "orrttol 
( 14 )

2. Voltage limiting "ontrol(12)
3. voltage margin .or,trol- 

( 15)
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Al_l three of these schemes collaborate with the centralized control

system, with the object of achieving reliable and efficient performance.

The centraf control-ler receives al-l- the informati-on from the inter-

connected converter stations and processes it. Any change in state

variables (V., I., o, ß , etc.) of a station is co-ordinated with af1 the
d^

stations and modified states are conveyed to the respective stations via

tef ecommunication channe] s .

Thus it will be cruite possible to achieve smooth and co-ordinated

control between the interconnected converter stations (e.9., starting,

stopping, power regulationr power reversaf, fault handling, etc.).

3.10. f Current margin control

It is difficult and it takes some time to know before hand which

of the converter stations wifl- be controLLing voltage \,ühen the stations

are to be started or stopped. In a paral-Iel scheme, the dc line voltage

is determíned by a station with a lowest terminaf voltage (Vd). therefore,

either tap changer must operate (which is slow) or the firing angle (s) must

change (rel-ated to ac system voltage) to effect the changes in dc voltage'

Thus the current margin control does not seem to have adequate

application to the mul-titerminal schemes.

3.10.2 voltage fimiting method

Similar difficulties, to those mentioned above, are associated with

the vo]tage limiting method. In addition,an inverter station' with a

reduction in its ac system voltage, draws ful-l- rated current and the

other parallel connected inverters are underloaded. This may be a

temporary effect, but not a desirable one.
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3. 10. 3 Vol-tage margin control- 
( f 5 )

Voltage margin control eliminates the above mentioned problems,

and this control scheme is presented in this study.

!üith reference to this control- scheme, current and voftaqe

characteristics for a 3 terminal- scheme (as appried to Fig. 3-1) are

shown in Fig. 3-2. One rectifier and two inverter stations are invol-ved

in this scheme.

At the current controlJ-ers, the folLowing holds rrue:

f\E 3.1

iA-(iB+ic)=Ato J.¿

lr
ot(ec

LI
Rec

=LI dlnv

-Ii = AI - = Marqin Currentcl-

operating current

reference current

3.4Inv

where represents

represents

the

the

T

i

In Fig. 3-2(a), Inverter C determines the r,zolfacre anrt in pig. 3-2 (b)

Rectj-fier A determines the voltage because the Converter with the l-owest

dc voltage, determines the network vol_taqe.

In the voltage margin control- method, al-] the converter stations

have been provided with an automatic voltage regulai:or (AVR), an auro-

matic current regulator (ACR) and a constant extinction angle control (y).

rn the voltage determining station, the AVR reference voltage is equal

to the line voltage (ua") and in alL other converter stations, the AVR
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d

Current-voltage characterístics of a 3-terminal- paralfel-
connected scheme.

(a) Inverter C controls the voltage.
(b) Rectifier A controls the voltage.
Op is the operating point.
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reference voltage is (V.- + AV). Idhen the central controller is required
clL

to exercise the control for a changeover of a voltage controlling station,

AV j-s automaticafly removed from the A\rR of that station and added to AVR

of the new station selected.

For shifting voltage control- from Inverter C to Rectifier A, AV is

first added at the AVR of Inverter C and then AV subtracted at the AVR

of Rectifier A. Station currents are redistributed through the ACR at

all the stations prior to the shifting of AV. A basíc control scheme is

shown in Fig. 3-3 (Station C controls voltage and Station A controls

current).

3.11 Starting and Stopping of the Multiterminal Scheme*

when starting or stopping a station or a scheme as a whol-e¡ Pre-

cautions shoul-d be taken against overcurrents and overvoltages at all

converter stations. The control system should be adeguate to raise the

transmitted power quickly and smoothly to the required LeveÌ. ft is

worth noting that the startingr/stopping of the scheme or an individual-

station in the multiterminal arrangement is quite different than that of

a point-to-point scheme. For example, the nain difficulties in starting

or stopping an individuaf station are the following:

1. Initial control angle, do, is not known.

oo=f(voc,ud") 3.5

*Flow charts are given an Appendix I
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2. Vllether a station will be voltage controll-ing or current controlling

at the initial staqes.

3. To reduce Lhe current to zero or intermittant fl-ow for stopping a

converter station.

3.11.1 Starting of an individual station

A single station can be started on the already operating dc bus

with the proposed controf method. The central- controller performs the

main switching requirements.

As shown in Fig. 3-4, the following procedure is applied to start

an individual station.

The high speed isolator is turned ON, while keeping the converter

in a bl-ocked condition. Depending on the mode of operation, either the

inverter or rectifier a signal is conveyed by the operator to the central

controller and the polarity reversal switch is put in the required position.

The ac CB is then switched on. When oo and reference currents are set

at required val-ue, the grid pulses are fired and the reference current is

increased in accordance with the station po\¡¡er requirements.

Fast determination of o, is possible by means of the central- digitalo

computer. From inÍtial- induced voltaqe

^/;v- = &z (v ) (cos o ) 3.6'do 'tT "Ac' o

Ud" = VUo cos cl is calculated by the central controller and dis-

tributed to the local- control-lers.

VU" and UOC rt. the measurable dc l-ine and ac line voltage

respectively.
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Fig. 3-4 Mode1 of a converter station for a parallel ="h"*.(8)

-l

DC

f (v._ )
ctL

Fig. 3-5 Block diagram for the
scheme (Ref. voltaae

firing control of a parallel
margin control).
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> V-_ for rectifier operation
o!

Udo a Ud" for inverter operation

In equation 3.7, Y -_ is *ve when theo!

and -ve for the inverter operation

5J.

3.7

3.8

station is started as rectifier

o

1.

2.

Av = v_ - V-_c10 clL

Eotration 3.9 is determined bv f.he initia'l crrrrent settincr and svstemu ur¿rY

reactance.

fncorrect cal-cul-ation of cl nìav cause:o*

Overcurrents and overvol-tages on the station.

Conrnutation fail-ure .

Disturbances to the rest of the svstem.

3.11.2 Starting of the whole scheme

To start the whole system (i.e., a nwnber of converter stations

simultaneously from ful-ly stopped conditions) is much safer and smoother

than to bring in an individual- station into the already operating system.

Al-l- the dc high speed isolators and ac CBs are switched oN and inj-tial-

control angles are set at approximately 85" (ef) at rectifier stations.

Polarity reversal- switches are put in the required mode of operation.

Simul-taneous debLockinq of alf the stations is foflowed. The reference
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current is then increased to raise the power to the required level.

3.11.3 Procedure for stopping of the whole.s.c-þsmg

It is simple to stop the system. Currents of a1l- the stations are r€-

d:ced tothe minimum pernrissibte limit Id (min.) by setting the reference

currents to minimum value. Then blocking signals, i.e., stopping firing

at all coverter stations,are sent simultaneously.

3.11.4 Stopping of a station

Stopping a converter station in a para1le1 connected scheme requires

the redistribution of current order to all other stations. When the

station to be stopped is controlling voltage, it is necessary to shift the

vol-tage margin to another station.
n5lft is usually suggested'*-' that an inverter shoul-d be stopped after

reducing its current to zero. This is quite difficult and it takes a

long time to reduce the current to exactly zero. In this control scheme

it is experienced that an inverter can be stopped when current flows inter-

nr:ittantly. Then the reference current of the inverter is reduced to zero.

Converters are blocked when the current is intermittent and the reference

current is reduced to zero. A similar procedure is adopted for stopping

a rectifier station.

3.L2 Power Regufation of thg Entire Scheme

Since it is a constant voltage system' power is regulated by

changing the reference current vafues. The centraf controller always

checks on current fimits (Id min. and Id max. ) and the margin current

value, before the redistribution of the current settings to the l-ocal



control-l-ers is finalized and transmitted.

3.13 Po'r,rer Flow Reversal.

rt is possibre to have power reversar on any individuar_

station or on the overall system. Nowadays system design and

can have individuaL station po\,ver fl-ow reversaL. A large HVDC

connected system will sel-dom practise power flow reversal- as a

but definitely individuall_v.

55.

converter

requirements

inter-

whole,

overall po\4/er reversar. is simpry made by shifting the current
margin from an inverter station to a rectifier station (keeping the other
stations btocked).

To have power reversal in an

individually stopped. Then polarity

this station is individuall_v started

individual station, this station is

reversal switches are operated and

again.

?'tA Handling o! dc System Faults in a Multiterminal_ Scneme

l"ja¡or fauLts on the dc system are the converter station faul_ts

and dc line faurts. usuarly these faults are permanent in nature and

nothing can be done without switching out the faur-ty component of the
system.

rn the case considered above (one rectifier and two inverters),
if the inverter with large rating is removed from service due to some

fault, the remaining inverter may be overloaded from two or three times

the rated current if current redistribution is not immediately fol-l-owed.

This may cause severe depressed dc voltage and commutation fail_ure.

similarl-y, a dc r-ine faurt wirr cause severe overr_oadins and

voltage stresses on the inverter stations.



Voltage margin control and current finiting devices will initiate

the power reversal program at the rectifiers to drain out the energy

stored in the l-ine reactances. A restart of the system is tried. ff

the fault is permanent, the faulty section of l-ine has to be isolated

after kil-ling the entire system. It may take up to 200 m sec to go

through this proceduïe. Thus the conventional faul-t clearing approach

seems to be quite adequate with the choice of the voltage margin control

scheme.

If a bridqe fails at a converter station, the other stations must

also bypass their one bridge of corresponding pole to have the egual

voltage. Detection of such faults is performed by the pole protection

svstem- After srnnnìnn J-ha anl-i¡g scheme, the faulty bridge or converterrf eue¡rr. vuvrr¿r]Y

station can be taken out of service and the resLart program is activated.

3.15 Faults on the ac System of the Converter Stations

A singJ_e-phase fault on the rectifier side ac system, wil-l not

have as serious an effect on the system performance as on the inverter

ac bus. Under Èhis situation, unequal phase voltages give a larger firing

angle ß on one phase and smaffer ßts on other phases. This reduces the

minimum ] lirnit on the valves and thus in inverter stations commutation

fail-ure j-s the conseguence of such faufts.

With a permanent 3-phase ac fau1t, the respective station has to

be taken out of the integrated system. Otherwise this will affect the

state of normaf operation of the oLher stations as well. Both the

rectifier and inverter can recover from temporary 3-phase ac system faufts

within a short time. UsuaIIy an inverter with such faults' is overl-oaded

and ru1fls¡g6ss connnutation failure.
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The proposed control scheme is quite versatile, as marg'in voJ-tage

(AV) is immediately switched on to the new station, for the control of

system vottage. Then the previous station can be taken out of service by

the individual stop program. A restart of the individual converter station

can be easily tried with the individual start program-

3.16 Merits and Demerits of a Parallel- Connected Scheme

Based on the above analysis and discussion, the foÌl-owing points

are worth mentioning:

3.I6.L Merits

1. A central- current control]er will be efficient and effective due

to the experience available on point-to-point scheme current

controllers;

2. Insulation level and hence the cost could be optimized due to the

rrnì crro qr¡ql-pm r¡n'l f :op:w¡¿Ysv uf see¡Lr vv¿us:v,

3. Each transmission circuit coul-d be separately designed based on

the specific load; and,

4. Future extensions could be made at the suitable times either to

meet the load growth or to utifize the avaifabl-e energy resources.

3.16.2 Demerits

l-. DC circuit breakers alte required for clearing the dc system faul-ts

effectively;

2. polarity reversal switches have to be used for power reversal in

a station;

3. Failure of the tefecommunication system may have a severe effect



on the performance of the dc/ac system; and,

4. Dj-sturbances on a subsystem will be immediately refl-ected on

the rest of the entire sysrem.
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CHAPTER 4

SERTES CONNECTED MULTITERMTNAL SCHEMES

4.I Introduction

In this chapter operational features, reactive power supply and

requirements, switching under normal and abnormal operating conditions,

voltage regmlation, losses, insul-ation, etc., of the series multiterminal-

scheme are discussed. The cost and reliability aspects of such an integrated

IIVDC scheme are considered.

4.2 General Aspects

This scheme offers another alternative to that of a parallel- connected

HVDC multiterminal scheme. The series connected qr¡qr-pm ì c ehnr^rr1 in Fig. 2-9

(Chapter 2) . The current and the voltage profiles are shown in Fig. 2-10 (a) ,

(b). Section 2.4.2 of this thesis e>çlains the performance of a series

connected HVDC mul-titerminal scheme. It can be seen from Fiq. 2-9 that

the whol-e scheme is ground.a(7) at one point only (Station A) and system

vol-tages are measured with respect to this point. Earth el-ectrod.es will- be

availabl-e at al-I other stations (8, C and D) but are kept in the open position.

The vol-tage equation wil-I be,

\7=\/+\7-t\7.dRA "dTB 'dIC "dID 4.r

Therefore any change in voltage (caused by a station or bridge fail-ure)

will be bal-anced by the rectifier voltage (V.^_ ) . Also with a dc l-ine- ct-t(A

fauft (tower failure) between Statiors B and C (FiS. 2-9) , earth efectrodes

of these two stations will be closed and converter bridges B^ and C, will
ZL

be bypassed. Thus rest of the system (Stations ArD), incJ-uding converter
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scheme some stations operate in a monopolar rTpde. AIso the insul-ation

leve1 has to be designed in accordance \^Iith al-Ì the operating contingencies

(due to variabfe ground point and system voltage).

rn an alternative approach (5) it is suggested that an egual number

of converter bridges shoul-d be operated (on both the poles, *ve and -ve)

and interlocked to have the bipolar mode (Fis. 4-1 (a) , fb) ) . rn this scheme

the earth electrodes at station A and B are both closed. Under such a

condition, failure of a bridge (CI) on one pole will resul-t in the bypassing of

another (heal-thy) bridge (C^ or C,) on the other po]e. A similar situation
54

will arise with a fault on bridge C, (FiS. 4-J- (b) ) i_f monopolar operation

of Station C is not permitted. Even with a dc fine fault (tower fail-ure)

between Station B and C (say at F, fig. 4-1(a)) monopolar operation wil-l- be

in effect and system performance wil-l be greatly affected. Therefore it

can be real-Ízed that with a large nt:rrber of converter stations, this

approach becomes more and more compl-icated and less efficient (too many

bridges or converter stations have to be bypassed).

Thus the choice of reference point wil-I differ from scheme co

scheme and design to design. However, in this study, only one reference

point has been selected.

4.3 System Confi-guration and Power Losses

As it has been discussed in the previous chapters, an existing

point-to-point scheme can only be extended to a tapped HVDC scheme.

A newly designed series mul-titerminal- scheme can be either in single

circuit or in double circuit configuration. It is proved in Section 4.8

that a doubl-e circuit series scheme will provide higher reliability and
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(b)

Series connected multiterminal scheme.

(a) Converter station on the route of the Tr. fine.
(b) Converter station away from the right-of-way.

Fig. 4-:--
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)
lower power losses (I-R) but at the expense of higher transmissíon cost.

Since the transmission current is common to al-l the stat.ions, the

line conductor will be of the same size over the entire length of the ring

system. The minimization of the enroute conductor lenqth wilt be achieved

by the straight l-ine interconnection of the furthest station. The inter-

mediate converter stations can either be arranged on the same right-of-way

or far away from Èhe route of the main dc l_ine.

The converter stations situated on the same right-of-way (FiS. 4-1 (a) )

reduces the dc l-ine conductor cost and I2R Losses, because the ac l-ines from

the converter stations wil-l- be designed. on the station demand currenr.

lfhereas, if a dc converter station is operated far away from the dc line

route (Fig. 4.1(b) ), the dc l-ine to this station wj-l-l be rated on the trans-

mission current (Id rated). Therefore, the same conductor as that of dc

l-ine has to be provided. This invol-ves higher f'R losses and an expensive

transmission network.

It shoul-d be taken into account that usuall-y the transmission l-ines

are situated in remote and undeveloped areas. This may require new

railway fines, roads, and living accommodations at the remote (on the

right-of-way) created converter station. The maintenance and operational

costs for such an interconnection, can be hiqher than the cost of a converter

station arranged in the d.eveloped area far off the dc l-ine. Therefore a

compromise has to be reached between the system design aspect and the

optimum cost of the system.

4,4 Performance Characteristic of a Series Multitermi-na1 S.h.*"(5'7)

In the series scheme, all stations are

ring circuit. Direct current (Id) is common

connected in the form of

to al-l the stations.



Power is controll-ed bv the respective station with the

by varying ac voltage by the tap changer operation and

control-.

dc

by
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4.2

Voltage bal-ancing at aff the staLions hel-ps in deriving the optimum

val-ue of the transmission current. Usually the series scheme operates at

the rated current, but variation of the direct current may be desirabl-e

economically, if there is liklihood of the inverters operating at greatly

reduced tota] demand (at lower voltages). The transmission losses under

these circumstances have to be reduced by the adoption of another l-evef

of l-ow transmission current. The optimum transmission current can thus be

achieved by allowing the station, with the largest ratio of instantaneous

to rated power, to set the reference value for current control-l-ing station.

Mathematically:

.Idi instantaneous.tdtrê+ | = tâyôôê+ I - ì
Il-ot rat'eo

j=ttoN

N = Total number of converter stations.

Tn {-his r-ase- if çrif i ha na¡oqcârv t1-¡ balanr:e fhe fefefenge ValUeS Ofv999,

al-l the stations. The current reference balancing in addition to the

sefection of optimum current vafue, will provide protection against

overcurrents. On the development of the faults, the protective devices

nêr-êqsârlz l-o anqrrrc indancndpnf nnerai-ion of alI ^+-!j^*- -t^^ influencerrsuLÐru!), Lv ç¡lÐU!s II¡uç}/c¡¡uE¡lL vyçIuLfvfI ÞUOLTU¡¡Þ, AfÞ9

the distribution of power. Upon faj-l-ure of a given station bridge for

instance, the current controlling station will compensate for the outage
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through the grid control-. Through reference value balancing, moreover

it is possible to schedule distribution of the foad over the other stations

so that they can participate to differing degrees in the provision of

reserve capacity.

Current control- is assumed by a rectifier terminal- if the summation

of rectifier voltage characteristics at the ordered current is greater than

the corresponding summation of inverter voltage characteristicsr (Point A'

Fig. 4.2). Current control then wil] be assumed by the rectifier terminal

with the lowest current order. If the summation of the inverter voltages

is greater than the rectifier, the inverter v/ith the largesL current order

takes over the current control (Point B, Fig. 4.2).

It must be noted that the smallest rectifier current order must be

laroer than the larocst inverter current order.¿s¡ Y e!

Power control at each terminal is performed by the angle limit

control (i.e., voltage controf) and is independent of current order

settings. Therefore, fast changes of the current order are not essential.

Coordination of the current orders has to be done, but this can be

achieved s1ow1y since changes in current order serve only to minimize

system l-osses.

Individual station and central power control schemes are shown in

Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5 respectively. In the individual control scheme the

power order is processed at the respective terminals with respect to the

Iine current and the firing angle val-ue is derived accordingfy. fn Fig. 4.5

the central controffer bal-ances the reference voltages and provides co-

ordinated control between the interconnected stations.
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power is controlted by the firing angle control. There are l-imlts

to which the firing angle can be changed (i.e., 6t Limit and y f,imit). The

upper l-imits eval-uate the reactive power requirement, damping circuit

losses and voltage stresses on the valves. Therefore, the controf system

needs modifications such that these effects are minimized. It is ptopo."d(7)

that the different bridge configurations and on load tap changer control

help in optimization of the series connected HVDC system.

The difference of the measured and ordered power evafuate the firing

angle limit (Fig. 4.3). When the power order is increased, the difference

between the P (order) and P (meas. ) is positive and thus firing angle is

decreased to raise the vol-tage for the required power l-evel- at that

station. During the steady-state condition Ap = O, hence the firing angle

is kept at the originaÌ value. The ] Limit Control is preferred in the modern

contro1 system because it ensures to a certain degree the protection against

commutation failure either due to the ac system faufts or overloading of

the dc system. An inverter when controlling voltage, will be operatj-ng

either in Y limit or ß limit firing angle control. An inverter in the

current control will operate at "¡ min = l5o and corresponding rectifiers

operate at g limit.

4.5 Starting and Stopping of a Seríes Multiterminal Scheme

4.5.1 Starting of one station or a whol-e scheme

starting of a station, on to the operating system is simple in the

case of a series connected scheme. The po\^/er order will develop a

required firing anqle value (within the limits) from the fine current.

The station wil-l be put in the floating condition by closing the ac CB.
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The line current wil-l be bypassed by the bypass switches through the vaLve

aL large firing angles cr = 85o and ß = 95o. Then the bypass switch wil-l

be opened and firing angles decreased to have the vol-tage level

match the power order.

Starting of the whol-e scheme is just like the point-to-point

scheme. All the converter stations are put on to floating conditions by

closing ac CBs. The firing angles are sel-ected nearly at 85" el. at al-l-

the stations. The rectifiers and inverters are deblocked simultaneously

with minimum amount of transmission current. The optimum value of the
Þ ìnct

transmission current is selected from the largest value of (;-:-::ì ¡i-
v rated'

all- the stations. The rectifier stations are ordered for this value

and the firing angles regulate the power levef at different stations.

4.5.2 Stopping one station or an entire scheme*

The stopping of an individual station, under the normal conditions,

will be followed by the reduction of power order and hence, having the

firing angle near 95o el. for inverter and 85o ef. for rectifier. This

reduces the voltage at that station so that recovery voltage i-s not too large

for the bypass switch. The bypass switch is closed at that station and

fhc hridoes are bl_ocked.9¡¡v y! 4\4:

the

to

If only one point is gror:nded in the series system, the effect of

outgoing station on the other terminaLs is not severe. This is due

the fact that the dc voltage at individual- stations is determined by

system voltage a¡d firing ang1e.

It is necessary to prorate the transmission line voltagewise

*For flow charts see Appendix II
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from all- possible contingencies (outage or power reversa] at a station).

For example, an inverter station being taken out of service, wilj- require

to reduce the system voltage and the voltage controll-ing station will_

adjust its firing angle, transformer taps anð/or bypass a bridge for proper

adjustment of voltage.

At all- instants

Iv =fvREC INV q.J

Therefore, the different line sections will experience different

voltage l-evel-s and hence, different insul-ation level-s wil-I be resuired.

Therefore, the insulation l-evel- for the highest voltage shoutd be governing.

The stopping of the whole scheme can be simply practised by reducing

the power order at all stations. The current order settinq is then reduced

to minimum value and the bridges are bl-ocked.. The ac CBs are then opened

ì f ronrri ro'l

Power flow reversal at a station wil-l- be fol-rowed by stopping a

station individ.uaÌly and then operating the station in the desired mode

with the help of firing angle control. No switching action is necessary.

Power reversal for the entire scheme can be achieved by changing

the Ar (margin current) from the inverter to the rectifier. This is

similar to the power reversal in the point-to-point scheme. Therefore,

fast power reversal is possible on a series connected scheme.

Insulation coordination of the system will- then be affected by

the power flow reversal process.

Power Fl-ow Reversal at a single station or in the lrlhote scheme
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4.7 Abnormal Conditions on the Series Connected Schemes

4.7.7 AC system faults

The remote temporary faults on the large ac system have merely

little effect on the inverter stations. The weak ac system faults cause

commutation faifure at the respective stations. There may be consequential

effects on the other inverter stations, too, This can be greatly reduced

by using surge capacitors in the transmission system.

t¡Jith the partial load. rejections, on the individual stations, the

high voliages are not experienced on the rest of the system because

individual stations regulate power via their firing angle control- (voltage

control-). Therefore, the converter stations will operate at higher than

normal firing angles and wil-1 demand higher amounts of reactive power.

4.7.2 Converter station faults

Converter station faults can be easily taken care of by the

respective station's control system. Immediate current balancing is not

required. Bypassing of such a station is achieved by the fast operation

of the bypass switches. The ac CB at that station is then opened. Vfith

the consideration of all- the possible contingencies, the transmission

line, therefore, must be provided with a sufficient insufation level.

A fault developed at a bridge of a series converter station,

will not affect the performarce of the other converters. The faulty

bridge could be bypassed and brought back into service when healthy

conditions prevail on the converter.
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4.7"3 ÐC line faul-ts

The series connected scheme may collapse with the devel-opment of

a permanent fault on the dc 1ine, if an alternative path for the trans-

mission current is not available. Such situations may be tackled as

mentioned below:

A double

Fi9.4.6,

improved.

section.

But this will be a costlv and more complex scheme.

2" By providing the dc CBs and disconnecting the faul-ty section.

This is not a realistic approach as the applications of a dc CB

have not been practised so far.

3. The system voltage may be reduced. and rectifiers operated as

inverters to drain out the huge stored energy in the system

reactances. The faulty section of the l-ine can be bypassed

by using the earth return electrodes at the two end stations

of the faulty tine section. Then, normal operation of the system

may be executed.

This is a similar approach to that being used in the point-

to-point scheme. This is the most suitable and less costly

technique "

Temporary faults can be handled in a way sinr-il_ar to that mentioned

above. The application of a surge capacitor will be of great advantage

for cl-earing the temporary faufts, without using the earth return. There-

circuit series scheme may be designed as shown in

and thus the rel-iabiJ-ity of the system wil-l be much

Applications of this scheme are explained in the next



fore, fast recovery from these faults is possibJ-e.

4.8 System Reliability

The reliability of the series connected scheme can be improved

by using a double circuit transmission system as shown in Fig. 4.6. The

cost of this scheme wil-l be more than a single circuit system due to the

additional- cost of conductor and number of switches.

During the normal operation of the four converter stations, switches

one through six woul-d be closed in all- terminal-s and switches seven would

be open. P and Q are normall-v cl-osed switches. r2n losses will be reduced

due to the paralling of two l-ine conductors between two stations.

Vùith a tower failure, sêyr between A and B, switches seven would

be cl-osed in al-l stations and switches five and six open in station C and

D" At terminal- A, switches three through five are opened with six cl-osed.

Whereas, in terminal B switches one, two and six are opened, with five

cfosed. This way the sections of both the faulty conductors (due to tower

failure) are isolated. If it was a temporary fault (fLashover of an

insulator), transmission could be resumed immediately after reversing the

sequence of switching operation.

i¡üíth a permanent fault on one of the two conductors, sây at Ff

Fig. 4.6, between stations A and B, switches one and three are opened,

at Station B and À, respectively. Switches seven will be opened and

al-l- other switches cl-osed at all other stations. Thus, the faulty

conductors can be temporarily disconnected and fuIl power can be .trans-

mitted on the unfaulted conductor (in that section of the line at l-ittle
)

higher I-R losses).
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Fig. 4-6 A

orì xl*r
\ 6./_a

(' 5\
t*-À*( K*J3QlrP

double circuit series "th.*. 
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Similarly with a fau]t on a station (say at B), this station can

be bypassed, by closing switches one through seven and opening switches

P and Q at that station. Under these conditions, the transmission l-ine

and converter stations should be able to adjust the variation of voltage.

This arrangment offers fl-exibil-ity for addition of new stations

the design aspects (insufation fevel, V,, Í^, etc.) are cooperative tooo

Switching Devices, Central Controll-er and Telecommunication for the
Series Multiterminal Scheme

There is not an immediate need for the dc CBs in the series

connected multiterminaf schemes. The faults associated with the ac system,

converter stations and dc line, can be l-ooked after by the fast controf

action and load break switches as with the existing point-to-point scheme.

The size of the smoothing reactors wil-I have an affect on the rating of the

switching devices.

Especially, there is no need for the central controffer(7'f6) for

this type of scheme because the power is controll-ed individually at afl

stations, but for the minimization of the transmission losses, fault

detection and for voltage balancing, a central control-Ier will enhance

the control- functions.

In these schemes, fast telecommunication is not necessary because

of the individual station power monitoring. With the use of a central

controller, a fast telecommunication system is a must for the fast control-

action.
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4.10 capacitive coupr-ing and rnsur-ation co-ordination

A serj-es scheme is grounded at one point (earth el-ectrode) onlv.

rt is essential- to have the earth return electrode avail-abte at other

stations. These el-ectrodes wir] be kept in the open position. with a

fault on any of the line sections, the ground points at these two statj-ons

could be connected, to bypass the fau]ty section. Thus only one ground

connection is essential to form the series circuit, which otherwise

redistributes the l-ine current by bypassing it due to unequal voltage

leve1s at the earth electrodes (ground points).

The optimization of the insuLation coordination can be achieved

by the proper sel-ection of the ground point for the system. Transformer

val-ve winding, anode and cathode ends of converters have to be insulated

for the appropriate hiqh voltage level_. This technol_ogy has already been

adopted in the present day schemes having two or more val_ve groups in

series. To limit the faul-t currents, anode and cathode reactors have to

be properly dimensioned. Line arrestors on both sides of converrers are

suggested as protection against high voltage surges generated externally

or internaily on rhe system.

To l-imit the effect of high voltage surges or unstable situations,
(7\

it is suggesbed"' that grounding capacitors (so cal-led surge capacitors)

shoul-d be connected at suitabl_e point(s) remote from the system ground.

Therefore, insulation coordination will be effect-iwelv oror¡irtêrt- \,/ith

the surge capacitor bypassing the lightning and switching surges to

ground..

This type of surge capacitor will isorate the system from the

disturbance point of view and the faults on the individual- stations
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could be handl-ed by the control- action at the corresponding converter

stations. Therefore, the fast telecommunication system is not necessarv

for cl-earing the temporary l-ine faults.

4.II Reactive Power Requirement

When the rectifier control q l-hp ,.rrrrêñ+ ¡he firing angle limit is

reached at 0,_-,__ : 50 and thus the tap changer positj_on wilf be i, l-he rrnncrman srr"r

extreme (not affecting the voltage) and reactive power will be minimized. There-

fore thepower factor (p.f) relay is inoperative (Fig. 4.3). ofi*it 
"rd

Y-, are effected by the tap changer position (At^) and on the bridge'l.r-mrr '- -p'

configuration (ANb) to minimize the reactive power requirement and damping

I ^^^^^

MeJ-ham:J-i¡¡'l'lr¡.

Referring to Fig. 4.7.

võ - a"-^f -^/
er

o
(v)

c

Ár',

4.6

4.7

Va = f (Vo, cos cx, *O)

From Eqns. 4.4, 4.5

V =F (F
dac

L , VVÞ
r

and 4. 6,

0,, N. ).

Þ=\/*T
qod 4.8
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Fig. 4-7 ModeL of a
scheme.
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fn a series scheme p : rd [f (Vd) ]

From Eqns. 4.7 and 4.8,

P : ç tI-d : r (E_", tn, cos ü,, Nb).

Assuming E is constant (infinite bus)

.'. Ap = f (At , N. , cos Ao,)
ñhv

^-ñv - r - Ean O

0=r(o)

AQ:r(Ar, N.,A0)p.o

PÃ can be reduced by increasing o,, reducing N, and lowering theo-

tap changer position. With the arrangement of automatic blocking and

bypassing the bridges (N¡) at partiar- r-oads, reactive po\¡/er can be

minimized. Bypassing of a brid.ge in a series system is foJ_lowed by

the reduction of station voltage.

From Eqns. 4.9 and 4.1_0,

n¿=rt],Nol

.laP:f(Ã;,ANb)

From Eqn 4.I2,

Ae = f (As , ÂnO).

¿. 1ñ

/1 1'l

A 1.)

4. 13

4. t4
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Therefore at partial loads o, limits wilf increase, which demands higher

reactive pov/er compensation. The number of bridges (^Nb) has to be reduced

to have an optimum compromise between Eqns. 4.1_3 and 4.J_4.

Al-so with the large number of converter bridges at a station, with

6 putse operation, it is =.,gg."tud(5) to operate some bridges (at l-east

one) in reverse mode (inverter to rectifier and vice versa) to red.uce the

reactive po\.{er demand. This reversed brid.ge will be operating at a large

firing angle and its real power output wil-t be almost zero. other bridges,

at the station in question, will operate at their fu1l output (o*irr, y*ir.).

By doi-ng so, the overall_ power factor angle (O = f (o) ) and. hence reactive
power requirement at that station wil-l be reduced. This is due to the mixed

mode (lagging g and advanced ß) operation of converter bridges at a converter

station 
"

Thus in 6 pulse operation smooth and l-ower demand of reactive po\,ver

can be achieved than in the 12 puÌse (2-6 pul_se bridges in series on dc

side) operation. But in 6 pulse operation the harmonic content and hence

the cost of harmonic filters wil-l- be more than in the case of 12 pulse operation.

Another method, which is more real-istic, but a l_ittl_e slow, is to

operate the tap changer position (t^) in accordance with the ap.
.Y

From Eqns. 4.10 and 4.12,

AP=f(At A 1tr

¿4. _LO

introduces an

is demanded at that

l_

-rffirt!
N.)

ÂQ=r(Arp,A0)

From Fig. 4.8 it is cl_ear

increase in Ao, and consequently

that a decrease in AP

higher reactive potver
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station. Considering other factors constant, thus a reduction in p^ has

to be followed Lrv a ¿lecrc¡qe i. At^. This wi11 effectivefy,.Or,,"u ip.
¡.

(Eqns. 4.15 and 4.16). Atl these fr:nctions are carried out by the control

system.

Experimental resuft=(7) are shown in Figs. 4.9(a) and 4.9(b) for

reactive power vs. dc voltage and damping circuit losses vs. firing angle.

It is worth noting that near the minimum firing angles, reactive

power does not change as much as the dc voltage is affected, with a

variation in the tap changer positj_on.

From 0 - 2oo firing angles, a change of + 2oz t,ap position, causes a

dc voltage variation from 0.8 to 1.3 p.u., and reactive power varies from

0.4 to 0.7 p.u. (approximately).

At moderat.e angles (say 40") reactive por^/er varies from 0.7 to

1.0 p.u. and dc voltage varies from 0.6 to f p.u., with + 2oz tap change.

At large firing angles (say 8Oo) reactive po\^/er changes drastically as

compared to dc voltage variation with a similar (+ 2o%) tap change.

Damping circuit losses are greatly affected by the firing angJ-e

variation as wel-l-. Al-1 the valves experience severe voltage stresses at

large firing angles. These stresses are due to dents in the output

voltage wave-form of the valves. The dents are present due to commutation

process.

Vdent = y'3 Sin 0, -

Thus, at large firing angles (> 25" ), the damping circuit l-osses increase

drastically. Actualfy, these losses follow the sj-ne wave variation as

function of o and hence are maximum from 85" to 9Oo (see l'ig. 4.9(b)).
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To conclude, for the operation of series multiterminal scheme

either on l-oad tap change facility or automatic bridging must be avai1-

able to control the reactive power demand, and its cost.

4.12 Advantages and Disadvantages of a series connected scheme

4.12.l- Advantaqes

The main advantaqes of the series scheme will be the fol]owins:

1. Fast power reversal is possibi.e on the scheme without switchinq

operatl_ons.

2- control system coordinated with the high speed l-oad break

switches can avoid the use of dc circuit breakers.

3. A faul-t on one of the l-ine sections, wil-l not kill- the whol-e

system. (Assuming that earth electrodes are available).

4. Taking a bridge out of service, at a converter station, wirl

not force the other converter stations to fol-l-ow the faulted

station. (Even the faulted station can supply a parti-al load

if a bridge is healthy in that station).

4.L2.2 Disadvantages

1. The entíre interconnected svsj-êm h:q fn l¡e rated for fulj- current and

voltage at the intial_ design stage. This will el-evate the

initial investment cost and no deferrment could be made with

the future developments.

2. Power l-osses and station losses wil-l- be quite high even at

reduced 1oads.
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3. The amount of reactive power supply wil] be a wide]y variab]e

quantity and specific measures have to be taken for its

appropriate supply.

4. Future extensions (interconnections) are not possible.
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CFIAPTER 5

COMBTNED SERIES AND PARALLEL SCHEI4E

5.1 fntroduction

In this chapter a general consideration is given to the study of

a combined series and parallel- scheme. Operational and technical- aspects

will be discussed in the foll-owinq sections.

Basic understanding of the individual- series and parall-e1 schemes

is a prerequisite. Tt has been seen in the previous chapters that

individual series and parallel multiterminal- schemes are quite complicated

from the controL and operational points of view. Thus, a combination of

the two control strategies of the combined series and parall-el- schemes

wil-l further compJ-icate the operational and feasibility evaluations.

Nevertheless, this scheme seems to be one of the possible interconnections

of FIVDC converter stations.

5.2 Operational- Aspects

In Figs. 2.l-l-, 2.L2, a combined series and parallel (radial) scheme

is shown with cr¡rrent and voltage profil-es. Another possibls l¡fs¡con-

nection is, as shown in Fig. 5.1, a combined series and mesh transmission

system. In a mesh and series scheme al-l- series stations have to be

connected before the dc col-lector buses, to maintain the mesh vol-tage at

the same level for parallel operation. Such a criteria imposes restrictions

on the application of mesh and series connected schemes.

For the simplicity of analysis, a combined series and radially

connected scheme, has been investigated in this chapter. Stations with
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higher ratings are named as parallel operating stations and l-ow rated

stations as series operating stations.

Practical- application of such a scheme may be real_ized from the

addition of a series converter station on the paral1e1 operated scheme.

This type of arrangement of the converter station mav he cnnqi¿ìered. in

a newly designed scheme al_so.

The voltage profile, Fig. 2.I2(a), shows that the stations of simil-ar

nature, i.e., rectifier at rectifier and inverter with inverter, shou]d

be added for satisfactory operation of the entire scheme. This will be

an additional gualification of the system from the performance point of

view. This is due to the fact that approximately equal vol-tages must be

maintained at the stations working in parallel- with other stations.

Series stations of such a scheme wilt not be operatinq at constant

current, and therefore, power can be regulated by voltage control in

proporation to variation of the l-ine current for a fixed power.

Rectifiers at the series station will help in reg.r:Iating the

power (as in a series scheme) at the paralIel stations by its o\^Jn voltage

¡¡l -irrqfmanl-c

With the voltage balancing control at series stations (as in a series

scheme) and current balancing (as in paraì-lel scheme) at parallel stations,

a high degree of flexibility of power regulation of such an HVDC multi-

terminal scheme seems to be possible.

Starting or stopping of a station wil-I be followed by the current

and vol-tage redistribution at the other stations- A sìmilar aonroach to

that of individual series and paral1el- scheme appears to be quite

applicable for starting or stopping of a station or of the entíre scheme
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Power reversal at a station is not

because wide variations of voltage on the

ler¡el ,anrf nower tfansfer. Power reversal

qr¡qi- am ¡^rì'l I not ho ¡nnl i ¡a}- 'l a :nd rrqrr: ì I r¡rf r uvrLr

cri-terion.

nnqqi hl a nn crr¡lr - ^^L^-^},VJJT!f9 U¡¡ ÐUVfT q ÞUIIE¡IIE,

swstem effect l-h.e ínsul_ation

in Lhe entire integrated

it will not be the design

Future extensions of this scheme seem to be possible, provided

qrrnh nrn¡¡i qinnq arp ¡nf icin¡f a¿l in l-lra nrìcin:'l ¿laqion

2
Power l-osses (T*R) will be higher than in the individual- paral-l-el

scheme.

5.3 Faults on the S\zstem (Refer to Fig. 5.2.)

Any station or l-ine fault wiff be a main concern. This is so

because a rectifier station (say e) being taken out of the system, is

going to affect the entire system, and will reduce the voltage of the

entire scheme, and hence the power.

A faul-t on a rectifier of large capacity (say A) will- call

for a shut down of the entire system. Maybe after bypassing the faulty

rectifier and healthy inverters of other stations, other series connected

rectifiers (of small capacity) can meet the power demand. A faul-t on an

inverter station (say f) will put severe requirements on the current

balancing of all other stations. Under such a situation a series inverter

station (say s) connected to the faulted inverter will eíther be completely

shut down or kept in operation by reducing the voftage of the entire

scheme as required by the respective inverter stat,ion (E).

DC system performance will- be widely related to the physical

situation of a faul-t on the line. If the fault on the dc line isol-ates
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the rectifier stations from the rest of the system, a compJ-ete shut down

has to be tolerated. It will- further depend on the transmission scheme

(bipolar, nonopolar or homopolar) used to keep the system shut down for

a long time or for a while (temporary). With the bipolar scheme, the

earth return will be helpfuÌ to operate the system at half the rated

power, with the fault (say at "Y" in Fig. 5.2) on either poIe. Parallelling

of the converter station bridges will help to achieve the power in

proportion to converter sÈation rating, provided the line conductor has

been designed approximately for the double current.

If the fault (say at "Y") is on the line section of the monopolar

scheme, between the rectifier and inverter station, this wil-t also cause

a complete shut down of the system. But a simil-ar fault (at "X") on the

line section, between the two inverter stations, \^ril-l- isolate the inverter

station far away from the rectifier station as shown in Fig. 5.2. However

the monopol-ar and the homopolar transmission system most probably will

not be used in such schemes.

It can be also seen from Fis. 5.2 that if the earth electrodes

are avail-abl-e and appropriately rated at Stations B, C and E, it will-

help to save the system from complete shut down. The faulty line sections

could be bypassed by using earth electrodes.

A fault on the ac side of the parallel connected rectifier (A),

wil-l- cause a voltage reduction of the entire scheme. Inverters under

such situations have to be protected against overload currents.

Commutation failure nìay be the consequence of these faults.

An ac system faul-t on the series rectifier (lower rated power)

can be taken care of, by blocking the respective series station and
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then bypassing it. The system will follow the volLage changes.

rnverter ac system faults, if permanent, will immediately carl

for the shut down of that station along with the other series station

connected to it. The rest of the system can be kept in operation.

5.4 Central- Controll_er and Telecommunication System

on the combined series and paralle1 scheme, the control functions

are quite complex due to the requirement of immediate current and,/or

voltage bal-ancing for frequent power changes, fault handl_inq and

protection against overvoltages and cuïrents on the interconnected dc

Q\/qlôñ

Under the normal operating conditions,

F --a¿vo^=¿vcl_q]Rec ïnv J. L

I rd-^^ = I rd_-_. 5.2Kec Inv

Thus, to fulfil the above conditions (Eqns. 5.1, 5.2), fast teleconìmun-

ications and a central controller wil] be desirabl-e. Such facilities

will provide adequate rel-iability and better system performance.

5.5 Insulation and d.c Circuit. Breakers

A combined series and parallel scheme has to be initially designed

taking into consideration load rejections, line outages, switching surges,

lighLning surges and station or equipment (especially filters) outages.

As the power reversal on these schemes (as mentioned earl-ier) is not

recommended, the insulation level- wil-] be considerably lower than that on

the scheme with power flow reversal,
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converter station or l-ine section faul-ts will strictly necessitate
the use of dc cBs fç¡¡ the protection of the healthy system. rf shutting
down the whore system is possible, for short durations, then faurts
could be cl-eared by the fast control system as effect]-vely practiced in
poÍnt-to-point schemes.

Use of the dc CBs will require a fast telecommunication svstem for
fast sensi-ng and effective protection.

5.6 Reactive power Requiremenc

The reactive power requirements

to the active po\,ver transmitted on the

the dc system is proportional_

l-ine.

.7O, is the reactive
factor.

of

dc

M¡l-hamaÈì ¡¡'l'ì t'
94vq!¿J,

Q-_KP

dd

AP : f (Av.)
ñ

AP = f (AI.)
d

aQ = x^P

AQ = f (Avd)

K, in the range .60 -
power compensation

1(rn
J

É,A

5.6
the combi_ned series and parallel_ scheme

Ïn a combined series and para1le1 scheme, series stations control_

active po\¡¿er through their voltage control (firing angle and tap changer

contro]s) .

As the voltage variations at the series stationsaffect the voltages

of other stations, the reactive por¡rer witr- be a widely variab]e quantitv.

The changes in the current magnitude at parallel stations, will vary the
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current level at the series stations too. Hence, a reactive power

variation in the series stations will be experienced through the voltage

variations (Eqns. 5.3 through 5.8).

5.7 Genera] Remarks

A combined series and paralle1 scheme is an additional- possible

HVDC multiterminal scheme. Operational features are quite simil-ar to the

combined characteristics of individual series and parallel- schemes.

The use of fast telecommr¡nications, a central controller, dc CBs

and complicated control actions needs extensive simufator and computational

investigations.

This scheme does not sound to be a reliable scheme because the loss

of one line section or a station may affect the entire power schedule.

Excessive reactive power requirements, complicated controls, the

use of dc CBs and fast communications and the cost of higher power losses

2(I-R), wilt make such a scheme unattractive from the operational-, economrc

and reliability point of view. Therefore, in the next chapters, this

scheme wil-l- not be considered for comparative studies.
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CHAPTER 6

COMPAR]SON OF SERTES AND PARALLEL SCHEMES

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter a general comparison of series and paral]el schemes

has been made on the basis of performance, economics and reliability

criteria.

The base of this comparison has been establ-ished and explained during

the study of individual schemes in the previous chapters 3 and 4.

The performance of each scheme has been the governing and guiding

factor for sel-ection and study of these schemes. one step further has been

taken to acknowledge the acceptability of series or parallel mul-titerminal-

c¡hamoc nn fho ^rounds of economic and reliabititv strrdies-! çfra!¿¿ r ul

In thís chapter it is proved logically that on the basis of a

comparative approach, dividing fines can be drawn to distinguish between

series and parallef multiterminal schemes. Then sol-id conclusions can be

drawn and a recommendation can be made for the adoption of a particular

scheme.

6.2 Comparison of Operating Features

6.2.L Paral-lel and series schemes

The operation of a series scheme is faster and smoother than that

of the parallel scheme in all aspects. For example, power reversal,

starting. stopping and all t1¡pes of fault clearing is faster and wíthout

the subsequent adverse effects on the power system.
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It is cfear (Chapters 3, 4) that there is no immediate demand for

the dc cB in the series scheme as compaïed to the paralIel scheme,

because a similar approach to that of a point-to-point scheme can be

followed to cl-ear the faults with the control_ action.

Also, the requirement of a central- controfler and fast tel_e-

communications on a series scheme is not as critical- as on a paralle]

scheme. This is due to t,he fact that t-he nower in a series connected

station is controlled by individual voltage control at the respective

stations and no immedi-ate current redistribution at other stations is

required as in the case of a para]l-el scheme.

However, future extensions are ]indted on the series scheme,

because the addition of a station will vary the system voltage and hence,

affect the system performance (insulation level- of the l-ine and stations,

voltage balancing at other stations). on the other hand the new converter

stations (especially rectifiers) can be easily accommodated (directly at

the inverters where load growth is adequate) on the para1lel scheme with-

out major changes (e.g., tapping).

Because a series scheme is a constanÈ current scheme, the power
ô

l-osses (T-R) are higher than in the parallel scheme even with the reduced

demand at some series stations.

Another important aspect is the requírement of the reactive power

supply. This has been extensively discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4

and it is clear that the amount of reactive po\^/er required j-n the series

scheme is greater than in the parallel scheme. This aspect may require

a change in transformer tap design (more taps on primary and

secondary) and/or automatic bridqe bypassing control- at partial loads or

load rejections.



on the other hand, po\ùer contror- is more flexibÌe in the

series scheme than in the paral]er scheme because of the direct
contro] facility (firing angle control) at the individual- series

96.

r¡nl l-¡na

stations.

6.2.2 Radial and mesh connected schemes

ft has been explained, Chapter 3, that starting,

reversal and dc r-ine fault cr-earing are much easier on

when compared to the mesh connected schemes.

rt is quite clear that t2n losses will_ be hiqher

connected scheme, due to the longer transmission lenqth

the radial scheme.

stopping, power

the radial- schemes

in the mesh

required, than that of

A criticar- si-tuation is that a centrar_ controller, fast ter-e-

communications and dc cBs ¿¡s necessary for the satisfactory operatron and

protection of the mesh (parallel) corrnected scheme. ff the dc CBs are

not immediately avai-labr-e to isol-ate a faur-ty section of the r_ine, then

the shut down of the entire scheme wilr be necessary due to the col1apse

of the system vol_tage.

There is however, no difference in the reactive power requirement

of the two schemes because both operate under constant voltage conditions.
The difference is due to the number of current parallel paths avaiLabl-e

in the mesh connected transmission network.

Also, insul"ation l-evels on both schemes will be the same due to the

same operating voltage, but the number of insulator strings, and hence

the cost, on the mesh connected scheme will- be hioher'r-han on.r-he radial_

interconnection. This is due to the difference of transmission Line

length involved in the two schemes.
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Therefore. from the foregoing discussion, it is quite evident

that the radial scheme wiff have better operating characteristics than

t.hat of the mesh scheme.

6. 3 Economic Eval-uation

In genera]' every scheme or any alternative should be subjected

to a very thorough economic eval-uation using all possible cost functions.

The idea behind every design phil-osophy should be to satisfy fully ar]

the technical requj-rements with the 1east possible cost.

The overal-l- cost of multiterminal schemæ is a function of the

following parameters.

1. Converter Stations

(valves, controls, converter-transformers, switches, telecom.,

insulation, switching structures, val_ve buildings, etc.).

2. Transmi-ssion Line Cost

(conductor, tower, insulation, right-of-way, construction

costs, etc. ) .

i^ Onerafi no Cost

(cost of l-osses) .

4. MaÍntenance Cost

(coolÍng facilities, repairs, etc.).

Mathernatically,

Total Cost lC ) = I Station Cost (c ).T ST'

+I Transmission Line Cost (ar")

+I Operation Cost (a.n)

+I Maintenance Cost (C,^)



or C_ = I (e ) + I fc ì + T tr. \T r = I ."sr,i i g l, N,-Tlril - i I 1, N (tol)i¡
j = 1, N j = 1, N

N

+(('\r=l'"MT'i 6.1
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N

cr = i I r- [tr,. * "rr]i- * i ! l, * ["r, * .on]ij
-.i-1
J - ¿r N

where N > 2 o-¿

From equation 6.2, it, can be emphasized that totar cost (cr)

of an HVDC multiternuinal- scheme is mainly governed by the station and

transmission l-ine costs. Therefore an economic comparison between the

series and a parallel connected multiterminal HVCD scheme wil_l be

basically presented. on these (above mentioned) costs.

Approximate costs (l-7'l-8) 
,or different MLal ratings of the converter

stations are shown in Table 1, [fo, + 45O kV, d.].

TABLE ].

MÍV Rating

1000

18 00

2 000

Cost ( $/KW-installed/station)

1^

qq qtr

*Cost of telecommunication system has been added as g5.S/KW-installed,
to compare with the other costs
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Thus it can be seen from Tabl-e t and the attached graph,(Fig.6-l-) that

the higher the MW rating of a converter station the rower is the

cost,/K!'I-instal-l-ed. This approach provides justificatíon for using a

multitermina] scheme with large sized converter stations in place of

smaller converter units as in point-to-point schemes.

Transmission l-ine costs is usual-l-y suMivid.ed into two parts:

1. Direct Cost (Material and Construction Cost).

2. rndi-rect cost (rnterest on the borrowed money, engineering

studies. right-of-way costs, etc. ).

The cost of conductors, conductor erection (stringing), structures

(towers, insulators, etc.) and structure erection are shown in Tabl_e 2.

The appropriate size of the conductor is selected on the current

carrying capacity (to optimize the I'R 1osses) and on the permissibl_e

surface voltage gradient l_imit (R.f .and corona l-osses) .

It is clear from Tab1e 2 that the bigger the size of the conductor

the higher the transmission line cost and the lower the power losses

(Ir'R) for constant 1ine current (I.).o d'

6.3.1 Radial and mesh schemes

Assuming converter stations are approximateJ-y of the same power

rating, the cost of all the following components wil-l- be higher for the

mesh connected scheme than the radial scheme.

1. Transmission line, because of length (C_, ).

2. Size and number of switches (Load ¡r.-f or dc CB) (C^-).
5'1'

3. Tel-ecommuni¡el-inn lfnr ans¡dination of the control and protection

cr¡c{.amì |î ìsJ e sv¡r¡/ . "sT, 
.
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Power losses (r2n) (Due to the

of the mesh conductor network)

length and continuous loading

(cop).

For example, with reference to Fig. 6.2 an additional transmission

line (shov¡n dotted) between the inverter stations B and c will be required

to form a mesh interconnection. Such a change will require additional

cost of 450 miles of transmission 1ine, two dc cBs(5 & 6), power l-osses

due to extra resistance and a communication system for better coordination

of Stations B and C.

Therefore, considering the above factors and equation 6.2, one can

estimate that tota] cost (c-) will be higher for a mesh scheme than a

radial- scheme.

6.3.2 Series and paraltel schemes

From eqn. 6.2 it is evident that the total cost (C_) of a certain

scheme is d.irectly proportional to the line tenqth (ctr.). Therefore, a

single circuit series scheme (Fis. 2.9) will be more costl-y than the

bipolar parallel (radial) scheme. This is due to the fact that the line

conductor between any t\^Io parallel operated converter stations will be

sized. on the demand current basis and not l-ikely on one constant current

(I¿) as in a series scheme. This is only true if unidirectional power

fl-ow is assumed on the parallel scheme. Also the cost of power l-osses

will be more in series schemes than in parallel (radiaf) schemes.

The reliability of the series scheme can be improved by using

the doubl-e circuit scheme (Fig.4.6), but Èhis wil-I cost more than the

bipolar parallel radial scheme, having the same reliability.
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Rec. A

Fig. 6-2 Comparison of radial_ and mesh transmission
system.

Inv. B
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It has been shown in the previous (Chapters 3 and 4) sections
that the reactive power requirement is higher in the series scheme than
ín a paralle] scheme- Therefore, station cost (csr,), operation cost
(Cop, due to station losses and power l-osses) and maintenance cost (arr)
will be higher for the series connected mul-titerminal- schemes than the
paraìlel (radial) connected scheme (ar-so ref. Appendix rrr).

Thus it can be concl_uded that a radial (para11e1) connected scheme

wi]l be more economicar than a series connected scheme with same constraints
of power, distance and other components.

. rn general,- the cost of a series and a parallel scheme should not
be compared on the basis of the cost of losses and the dc cB reguirement.

This is so because the ô'.',êrâri^n and maintenance cost may vary from scheme-

to-scheme and place-to-place- For exampre, a utilit.y wir-r- tike to
compensate for l-osses by installing thermal power units whi]e another

utility may use its static (hydraulic) capaciLy for a sirnil_ar purpose.

similarly, protection agai-nst dc tine faul-ts can be provided by

the control action. rt may be at the cost of temporary shut down of the

system, instead of using mill-ion dollar dc cBs on the system to clear
the faults in a radial scheme.

General- Discussion on the use of dc circuit Breaker(6t12)

Current interrupting devices, so cal-l-ed circuit breakers are used

to isolate faulty components so that the remaining system performs the

functions satisfactorily. AC transmission has made effective use of ac

CBs to clear the system faul-ts. However, there are different opinions

on the use of dc cEs as applied to trvDC murtiterminar- schemes.
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controll-ed rectifiers are the "most idea] switches" (one cvcre

breakers) because these can be switched on at any instant with the hel-p

of : f i ri nn ¡nnJ-rn] q\rc+ôm at.v¡ a !r!arrg uur¿q!__ oJÐLs'r. owitching OFF is automatically fotlowed

every cycle due to the reversaÌ of anode to cathode vor_tage. These

properties of converters have been effectively used to cl-ear the dc svstem

faui-ts on the point-to-point schemes. rn the conventional- control scheme

the rectifiers are reversed into inverter operation and the enersv stored

in the large smoothing reactors is drained. out. Hence the fault current
is reduced and it becomes zero at first zero crossing as the convercer

cannot conduct in the reverse d.irection.

Fig. 6.3 (a) sho\.,rs the vo]tage and current wave shapes of a six
pulse bridge. rt is cl-ear that the converter voltage reduces to zero rn
less than one cycle when t.he val-ves are force retarted. Afso the current
control- is an integral part of a converter station and j-s advantageouslv

used for protection against internal faults. Therefore i-t is adequate

to use the conventional- method of fault handJ-ing on the HVDC mul-terminaf

schemes.

The l-oad break isolators, along with the converter control-s have

been tried by European engineers to tackl-e faul-ts on the three termina]

mesh scheme as shown in Fig. 6.3(b), (c). The central control system

reverses the rectifier operation into inverter operation -just at the

instant of fault occurrence (tr) and the system vortage (vs) reverses in
polarity- Isolators will be opened at time tr. Under these conditions

energy in the reactors is dissipated and recovery voltage (vor) will be

quite low. By tj-me a, faurt current wilr have decayed to zero. Thus

the faul-t is completely cleared at t. and l-ine section 'AC' carries no
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$
I

T

I
I

I

Rec. B

(b)

Faul-t

(a)

(b)

(c)

clearing in an HVDC multiterminal- ="fr.*"16)
HVDC converter voltage and current followinq a dc
line fault at cr, = 0o.
3-terminal mesh scheme.

Current and voltage profiles during fault clearinq.

rig. 6-3
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current thereafter. From t, Lo Ln, the system voltage (v") is equal to
the line voltage drop due to the circul-ating current in lines AB and BC.

After time tn the system voltage is increased to its normal- value. Now

the system operates as a radiar scheme via rines AB and Êc.

Therefore, according to the European engineers, the conventional- fault
clearing technique may avoid the use of fast and heavy duty dc circuit
breakers on the HVDC multitenn-inal- schemes. The load break switches could
be effectively used to clear the dc system faults after reducing the dc

system voltage to certain l_evel (recovery voltage) 
"

Also there is a possibility of using the IrvDC circuit breakers to
clear the dc tine fault. such a breaker wirr c]ear the fault without
I al- Èi nn +1¡^ ^.-^rrËLLrr'rg cne system completely shut down. This technigue wilL be appreciated
only if the faur-t clearing time, incruding the relaying time, is less than
that of the conventional method as mentioned above.

North American engineers (Hughes, U.S.A.) claim that an HVDC circuit
breaker could be produced on conunercial basis. The fault crearing time of
this cB is 3 m' sec. European engineers feer that this fauÌt clearing time
is too low to realize. this is because it takes time to locate the fault
and select the proper breaker by the relaying system. Ä,rso in large dc

systems the recovery voltage, these breakers have to withstand¡ r,'âv be

quite high.

From the above discussion, it is evident that at
the conventional meLhod of fault clearing is the most

on HVDC multiterminal schemes. I"laybe after some time,

with dc circuit breakers will change this criterion.
6.5 Reliability

the present time

likely to be adopted

practical experience

The reliabirity criteria is as important as any other aspect of
an electricar system. Therefore, for the security of power or for the
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â\¡âilã]-\ilìJ-rr n€qverra!¿¿ruÌ u! a pov¡er System, a thorough study of the reliabil_ity level
has to be done and extra cost has to be paid for it. such a level mav

change from scheme-to-scheme or place-to-place. Some utilities consider

to have spares only for components of high failure rate (capacitors,

vaLves, etc.), whereas other util-ities may provide duplication for most

of the transmission network (transformers, doubl-e circuit transmission

lines, etc. ) .

rn this section, the importance of, and a general approach for the

rel-iabil-ity consideration of the mul-titerminal schemes, has been described.

rn general, reliability level-s for the trVDC multi-terminal- schemes

can be explained with the analogy of paralrer and series circuits.

considering a series circuit shown ber-ow with Àr, À, as fair-ure

rates and r., I T) as repair times for the two componenrs,

Fig. 6-4 Representation of series scheme from
re]iabi]itv point of view.

Then overall- fairure rate of whor-e scheme may be siven bv(19)

= À, (faiLures /year) = À, + À, ,

afso average repair time

Àlt2*\2t2*xl\z'ttz Àrt., *\"t"

E'oïrstllrsi:-fÐ;- 
6.4



Similar1y for a parallel scheme, the overall

Fig. 6=5 Representation of paraÌlel
rel-iabil_ity point of view.

fail-ure rate = * ÀrÀ, (r, + r r)
p 1+Àr +)-lr'2Y2

À=ÀÀr.+rl) I 2'-l ") )

-1 -2

qchomo F-^-
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6.5

6.6
and average repair time

r*r-1 -2

rf there are more than two components involved in the study the
fail-ure rate and repair time can be cal-culated in subgroups considerinq
tv/o components at a time.

Therefore, it can be seen from eqns. 6.3 and 6.5 that the
failure rate in a series scheme increases, whereas, rt decreases

paral]el scheme, with the increase in number of components in the
respective schemes. Thus, the curtail-ment of the tranmission capabiJ_ity

will depend upon the average failure rate.

Also, the repair time for a series scheme wir-r be more than that
of a parallel- scheme (eqns. 6.4 and 6.6), whi.ch may cause the enerqv

loss component to increase in a seri_es scheme.

rt is experienced (17) that the failure rate for one pole of the
dc line is moderate (O.8/LOO miles,/yr) but the repair time is cruite l_ow

average

ina

À1
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(0.5 Hr). trrThereas, the fail-ure rate of a bipolar line (tower fail-ure)

is quite ]ow (r.o/5o yr/roo mil-es) and a repair time is large (1.5 days).

Therefore, a parallel- connected bipol-ar scheme provides overal_l_

better rel-iability as compared to the series scheme using the same length

of the conductor. This is so because the l-oss of a line section in a

parallel scheme, will not necessarily kill the whol-e scheme due to the

permanent faul-t, provided that earth return is avail-able and parall-el_

stations coul-d operate at reduced power (i.e., the monopolar operation

wifl be in effect).

The only advantage of the mesh connections over the radial svstem

is the higher reliabifity of transmission system. This is because a

duplication of the transmission network is avail-abte with a mesh connected

scheme.

As discussed above, if both schemes (series and parallel) are

designed as double circuit transmission network, then the rel-iabilitv of

the respective scheme will be improved, but at a hiqher cost than the

single circuit scheme.

Also, by bypassing the bridges (in a parallel scheme) or with

the availability of earth electrodes (in a series scheme), the reliability

of the single circuit transmission system will be improved.

However, bypassing a faulty converter bridge in a parall-el- scheme

forces the other stations of the scheme to bypass the same number of

bridges on that pole for optimum and reliable operation. The series

scheme provides a better degree of reliability against such actions.

MoreQverr the reliability eval-uation of the converter stations

is compÌicated because the number of components involved. are too many.

Major attention is usual-l-y paid to the converter transformers because
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repair time for such devices is very high (6 months) even though the

failure rate is l_ow (l_ per 50 yrs, with no spares). Spare converter

transformers are not usually available on a dc station because these are

costJ-y.

Al-so the faifure rate of smoothing reactors is r_ow (1 per 65 yrs,
with no sparesr pêr station) but their repai-r time is high (6 months).

The repair time for transformers and. smoothing reactors is high because

these are quite bulky items and have to be transported either to the
manufacturer or to the l_ocal repair shop by railroad.

Fail-ure rate (8-10/yr) of the converter bridges (12 pulse, thyristor
valves) is somewhat higher than the converter transformers, but the repair
ti-me is ]ow (2-6 hrs). usually spare parts for var-ves are availabl-e for
the immediate avaitability of the converter bridges. The fautty var_ve

group (module tray) is just repraced by a new modufe right at the faurty
bridge' Therefore, the time for repair is reduced and avail-abil-ity of the
converter station is increased.

rt is worr-h nn*i-^ +râ-+ +he reliability of the communication system

and the central controller for the series scheme is not as essential as

that of a parallel scheme. This is so because the power is controlJ-ed by

the vol-tage control- at indivi-dual- stations of a series scheme and no

immediate vortage balancing is necessary at other series connected stations.
From the above comparison, it is cr-ear that a radiar (paraì_leJ_)

bipolar scheme is more attractive from the reliability point of view as

compared to the other alternatives.

rt must be emphasized that the reriability lever may be met and

improved by putting extra cost into the system for spares.
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CHÀPTER 7

PRÀCTICAL APPLTCATTON OF THE STUDY

7.I Introduction

Taking as an example, Manitoba Hydro's point-to-point HVDC scheme

which has operated for the last J-2 years, one can apply the know-how and

val-uab1e experience to the development of multiterminal schemes-

In this chapter, a number of alternatives have been considered to

form the mul-titerminal interconnection from the two physically separated.

bipoles and additional possible converter stations cominq on to the

Manitoba Hydrots dc system.

A comparative approach will- be il-l-ustrated to prove the vafidity of

the study.

7.2 Design philosophy

It is assumed in this study that the mul-titerminal operation of

the Manitoba Hydro's HVDC system is possible (i.e., with the commissioning

of a second bipole and new Henday converter station, the current and

voltage variations couLd be handled at different stations). power of

3620 Mv'I (2000 -¡4!11' + 5oo kv, 2000 A on bipole two and 1620 MinJ, + 450 kv,

1800 A on bipole one) wil-l be transmitted from NeLson River rectifiers

(Radison and Henday) to inverter stations at Dorsey via two bipolar

(bipole one; 556.5 mites, 13.8 Oand bipole two; 5gl ¡niles, 14.53 A at

zOoC) HVDC overhead transmissicn lines.

There are tT/ùo possible additional converter stations that could be

considered for HVE muliterminal operation. Nebraska (U.S.A.) can be
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interconnected, for the utilization of seasonal- diwersirw- rn l-\s Dorsev

converter station, via 650 mil_es (16.25 ll per pole l_ine resistance at

20") HVDC transmission line. This u.s. converter station can either be

connected in series or in parallel to the Manitoba HVDC svstem for an

additional 1000 MW l_oad.

The second possiblity may be of interest when connecting an inter-

mediate 300 MW station (e.g., Thompson) at 200 miles from the existinq

bipolar lines.

7.3 Nebraska fnterconnection

There are t\,¡o major choices of connecting Nebraska to the l"lanitoba

HVDC system.

1. Three ter¡n-i-nal- series or parallel operation connecting Henday,

Dorsey and Nebraska converters on bipole two only (+5OO kV, 20OOA)

as shown in Figs. 7-I(a), (b) and (c).

2. Five termina] parallel (radial) operation of bipole one, bipole

two and Nebraska converters at Dorsey. Connecting Radison, Hend.ay,

Dorsey bipole one inverter, Dorsey bipole two inverter and Nebraska

converter at Dorsey station. Bipole two vol-taqe will_ be reduced

to + 450 kV dc (for matching with bipole one). Ref. Fiq. j_2.

7.3.r rndependent operation of bipore two (+ 500 kv, 2000A) as threeterminal interconnection

This seems to be a logical way to operate bipole two independent of

the bipole one interconnection. such a strategy may ensure certain reliability

against outages on bipole one affecting the bipole two opeïation. Further

to utj-lize the bipole two capacity fulty (+ 500 kv, 20OO A) and effectivefy, the
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Fig. 7-I Multiterminal operation of bipole 2(a) Radial Scheme; (b) Mesh Scheme; (c) Series Scheme.
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bipole one interconnection (at + 450 kV, IB0O A) shoul-d not be involved,

if it is not a major design as in case 7.3.2.

Independent bipole two operation offers two main alternatives for

interconnecting Henday, Doïsey and Nebraska. These are series and

paralleJ- schemes. The only feasible interconnection for parallel operation

will be the radial_ mode (FiS. 7.1(a)). Over the distance of 1231_ mil_es of

(581 miles + 650 miles) transmission l-ine, the mesh scheme (rig. 7.1(b))

will be two times costlier than the radial scheme considering the trans-

nr-ission cost only (straight l-ine interconnection). Therefore in the fo]]ow-

ing sections, the study wi]l be totalÌy inclined towards the rad.ial- and

series scheme.

7. 3. 1. I Normal operating conditions

The operating characteristics of the radial and series scheme are

reviewed here (for details see Chapter 3, 4).

For a radial- scheme:

ud*." (HendaY) = vdïrrr, (Dorsey) = V._ (Nebraska)
dtnv

and

I.-^_ (Henday) =o}tec

Therefore, in a radial-

control at individual_

tdrr,r, (DorseY) * rd.rr,., (Nebraska)

scheme, power wiÌÌ

stations.

be regulated through the current

7.r

7.3

In a series scheme:

I---_ (Henday) = I-_ (Dorsey)(lf(ec - d1nv = T f Nlol^rr¡ eÞ¡ ì
drnv

and

V.-__ (Henday) = V.-.--- (Dorsey) + V-_ (Nebraska)cl¡iec - dlnv dlnv 7A
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Thus , the steady state power regn:ì-ation in the series scheme (Dorsey

and Nebraska stations) wiff be achieved via their respective voltage

control. These changes in dc voltage must be balanced by the rectifier

voltage at Henday. Hence the current controllers remain ineffective, till
2

the upper limit for reactive power supply and I-R losses are reached (due

to the voltage reduction).

7. 3. 1.2 Abnormal- operating conditions

System studies are usually more concerned about the system operation

ur¡der abnormal conditions. Therefore everv possibLe situation has been

discussed in the following paragraphs.

The ac system faul-ts on the Henday rectifier station may cause shut-

down of the entire dc system in both series and paralleÌ schemes. But the

frequency of such faul-ts on the rectifier station will be l-ow due to

independent sources'of ac supply.

AC system or converter station faul-ts on the parallel connected

inverter stations (Dorsey and Nebraska) may require either that station

be taken out of service or to shut down the whole scheme. On the other

hand in a series scheme, only the faulty station has to be bypassed without

any disruption of the dc system.

Also the fault on the bridge of a series converter station (say at

Dorsey) will- cause only that bridge to be taken out of service without

affecting the other healthy bridges and power supply to a great extent at

other stations (Henday and Nebraska). Even a station (Dorsey) with a

faulty bridge, can supply power at a reduced level, provided the remaining

bridges of this station were in operating condition. ItThil-e in a paralJ-el
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scheme, a faulty bridge at any of the three stations (Dorsey, Henday and

Nebraska) will- cal-l- for bypassing the egual number of bridges at other

stations too and hence reducíng the power at all the stations.

l^lith a dc line fault on one pole of the bipolar radia] scheme, the

rel-iabil-ity of the system wiff be greatly reduced if monopolar

operation is not possible. On the Manitoba TIVDC system, monopolar operation

.i s nossìhle for the Henflav anfl D^rcê\/ ql.¡l-innq The new inCOming NebfaSka¿ù }/vJ-r!

converter station wil-l- be required to have an earth electrode available for

monopolar operation. Such a design criteria will improve the reliability

against dc fine faults. Another approach being followed by the Manitoba

Hydro HVDC system, is the bipole transfer switching with a dc line fault

on the other bipole (Ref. Fig. 2-4).

In the series scheme a dc line fault, say bet\,/een Dorsey and Nebraska,

wil-t call- either for the shut down of the whole scheme or to bypass the

faultv'line section l'rv rrsino t'he earth electrodes at the Dorsey and Nebraska
¿q q¿ çJ

converter stations. By doing so, a nurnber of bridges wil-l- also be bypassed

the Dorsey and Nebraska stations (Ref . Fig. 7 .I (c) ) . Thus the por¡rer output

will reduce and voltage batancing at other stations has to be done

accordingly. It is to be appreciated that d.c line fault clearing,

with the conventional- control method as appfied to the series shcemes, is

easy and fast.

The conventionaf fault clearing technique (Section 6.4) is employed

by Manitoba Hydro on its existing dc system. However' a similar

approach, if used on the proposed multiterminat scheme, may take about

I t\l
3OO m Sectt'' to clear the fault and raise the power up to the required

amount. Therefore conventional fault clearing technique may cause 600 IM

-'¡Sec. Loss (2000 x 300 x tO ") at the Dorsey and Nebraska converter stations.
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On the otherhand if dc CB s coul-d be used to cfear the dc system fau1ts

in 10 m.Sec. (3 m.Sec.claimed by Hughes, U.S.A.,dc CB design) the energy

loss wil-l- be 20 MW Sec (2000 x l-O x fO-3). Thus a net saving of 5gO Mint Sec

can be ensured by employing dc cB on the HVDC system. This improvement in

the MI{ Sec l-oss will hel-p to stabilize the interconnected svstems (U.S.A.

and Manitoba).

7.3.I.3Reactive power, power 1osses and system coscs

For the series scheme it is obvious that entire line conductor must be

rated for the same current. The same size of conductor has to be used from

Henday to Dorsey and from Dorsey to Nebraska. On the other hand in a radial_

scheme, conductor from Dorsey to Nebraska station (650 mites) will_ be

rated for 1000 A (1000 Mi¡J' + 5OO kV ) if no future load increase or enersy

sales are anticipated. Therefore a considerable extra amount of trans-

mission cost has to be paid in series connection of the Nebraska station.

Power losses* in the radial scheme (For lO0O MW at both Dorsev and

Nebraska Stations) wifl be 149.74 MlV and 246.24 MW in the series scheme,

for same amount of power at the two stat.ions. Therefore the cost of

power l-osses in the series scheme will- be I7.O82 mil-lion dollars (@ 2 cents

per KvilH) more than the radiaL scheme per year. The power changes are

fo]lowed by the voltage balancing at the series stations. Hence the power

losses will always be higher in the series scheme than in a paral-lel

scheme, regardless of the power variations (2000 A constant current

flows in series arrangement). To limit the power losses, say under load

rejections, it wil-l be advisable to change the current setting to lower

*See Appendix fII
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level and have higher operating voltages at the series stations.
Also the sLation r-osses wirl be higher for the series scheme

because 2000 A current flows in al-I the stations.

ïU Henday = IU Dorsey = Id Nebraska = 2OO0 A 7.5

whereas in a radial- connection, the station losses will- be low because

2000 'A current flows only in Henday rectifier station (for rated power)

ïU = Henday = Id Dorsey + I

= 1000 + 1000

U Nebraska

= 2000 A.

Cost of reactive po\¡/er supply wil] be more in the series scheme as

compared to the paraÌIel scheme due to the large voltage variations at
partial loads or load rejections at the Dorsey or Nebraska convercer

statíons.

It must be noted that vol-tage on the anode and cathode side of a

serj-es connected bridge, in a series scheme, is a variabl-e quantity. This

voltage is related to the power variations on its own station or on other
stations. Power reversar, switching surges and lightning surges wir_l

require speciat considerations be given to the design of insulation level_

at the series stations. Inlhereas in a parallel connected station the

insul-ation level is only affected on the line side of the station under

above mentioned conditions. Hence, the insulation tevel on a series

scheme wil_l be a littl_e more than a parallel scheme.

Power reversal on this U.S. dc interconnection may be one of the

major design aspectÊdue to seasonal- diversity between the two regions

(Nebraska and Manitoba). Hence, a series scheme may be more favourabLe
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from the po\,ver reversaL point of view. power reversal in the Nebraska

station, connected in series to the Dorsey and Henday stations, wil_r_ be

achieved through the fast firing angJ-e advancement. The Nebraska converter
station wil-l- be individually stopped (o = g5o) and then started im¡nediatel_y

in reversed mode (0 > t2oo)- with the power reversal on the series scheme,

transmission line and converter stations has to be prorated with respect
to the new insulation level-s. This wirl require an extra investment on

the series scheme. But in a radiar- connected station (Nebraska) power

reversal has to be done through the polarity reversal swiLches after stopping
it individually. This wiL] require current redistribution to other stations
(Dorsey and Henday). Therefore power reversal in a radia] scheme i-s quite
sl-ow and does not affect the system insulation r-ever-.

Also the futr¡re extension of the Manitoba Hydro HVDC u.s. Ínter-
connection seems to be possibre, rogicar, practicar and feasibre. A new

converter station, such as at Fargo, can be easiJ-y accommodated on the radial-
scheme' on the otherhand a series scheme will require major system changes.

Therefore based on the above comparisons, a radial scheme wil] be

more favourable than a series scheme for the Manitoba Hydro HVDC inter-
connection to Nebraska.

Stil1 practical experience wii-l- be extremely desirable on the
radial multiterminal scheme envorving a central controliler, fast ter_e-

communlcation and the use of dc cBs for cLearing the dc Line faults.

7"3"2

fn this case Manitoba Hydro,s bipole l_ and bipole

(for matching) to be operating in parallel at + 450 kV.

2 are assumed

The two bipoles
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terminaLe at Dorsey inverter station (Dorsey r- and Dorsey 2).

incoming Nebraska converter station wilr be radially connected

(See Fig. 7.2) .

td* *tdi""orr= vdR 
Henday = td, Dorsey I = var Dorsey 2

= Vdr 
Nebraska

7.3.2.1Design aspects and normal operating conditions

rndependent radial- operation of bipole 2 has been discussed in
detail in the previous section of this chapter. rn thi-s section the

bipole 2 study has been extended to incr-ude bipole r_ for 5 terminal
operation.

rndependent operation of Dorsey I and Dorsey 2 is suggested to
spilt the Eastern, I{estern and sourthern provinces through the dc

terminations at Dorsey" such a scheme will improve the system stability
and províde smooth and fast pornler sharing through the asynchronous tie.

Due to the seasonal- diversity between u.s. and Canadian regions
(Manitoba), Nebraska station pov/er reversal facility could enhance the

performance of the interconnected ac systems.

under normal- operating conditions, the Henday and Radison statj_ons

will share the pov¡er d.emand of Dorsey and Nebraska stations. AtI the 5

stations will- be operatíng in parallel and reg,ulate power throuqh Èheir

currenf control_lers.

Neglecting the tine voltage drop,

Dorsey 2

I22.

The

at Dorsey

71

td* 
"rdi""orr* 

TdR 
Henday = td, Dorsey 1 = rdr

+I

al-so

dI Nebraska
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Assuming that operating currents .are as follows: (Derived from

the power orders)

-=t8OO A
oJ_ uorsey l-

I.* _ ^ = 1000 Aor uorsey z

l -- Nebraska = f000 A
OJ

The Èotal- rectifiêrq .ìrrrên-F €-om Henday and Radison converters wrl_l

be:1800+1000+fOOO

= 2800 A (at Dorsey l, 2) + l_O0O A (at Nebraska)

= 3800 A.

At rated current,

Voltage drop,/pole on bipole I = l_g0O x t3.g x l_O-3 rV

= 24.84 KV

*25KV

and

Vottage drop/pole on bipole 2 = 2OOO x 14.5¡ x lO-3 rV

29.06 i(V

29 KV.

Power Losses (f2n) = po\,ver losses on bipole 1

+ power losses on bipole 2

+ power l_osses on Nebraska dc l_ink
))

= (1800) - (13.8) (2) + (2OOO)' nA.SZ) (2)

+ (r000)' (ru.rr) (2)

= 238.164 MId
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7.3.2.'

The major difficulty on such a multiterruinaf HVDC scheme wirl- be

the clearing of dc system faults. rf dc cBs are not availabler a dc system

faul-L wil-t cause complete shut down (for more than 3oo m,sec.) of the dc

system' This wil-l have severe effect on the performance of interconnected
ac systems at Dorsey station.

A permanent ac system faul-t, say at Nebraska inverLer station, mav

cause commutation failure at this station. This wil-L result in a dc short

^i 
r^".i + ^! !L^Çrruurt aE cne Nebraska ter¡¡r-inal- and reduce the dc system voltage ro zero.

Therefore a station has to be individuarly stopped as soon as the ac

system fault develops. AC CBs may provide back_up protection against such

faul-ts but dc cBs if avail-able, will substantially improve the svsrem

performance and provide adequate protection.

7.3.2.3 Power l_osses, reactive power and rel_iability

Po\^¡er losses, reactive pov/er suppry and insulation rever can be

optimi-zed by selecting an optimum transmission voftage leve1. rn this
case + 450 kv dc voltage l-eveL has been recommended with respect to the
operating experience of bipol-e r-. As mentioned above, bipore 2 vor_taqe

has been reduced to + 450 kv (for matching) from * 500 kv for paralle]
operation. Hence the capacity 10ss of 200 Mi¡r on bipole 2 has to be tol__

erated.

The main advantage of this proposed scheme will be the fl-exibility
of operation- Henday and Radison rectifier stations will- share the l_oad

of three inverter stations in accordance with the capacity availabl-e at
their power control-rers. Further, the faci]ity of power reversar_ at
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Nebraska station will- enabte the dc system to meet the peak demand in winter

at the Dorsey inverters (assuming the desig,n permits). The future extensions,
such as at Fargo, coul-d be easily accormnod.ated on the Nebraska bipolar
| ì nê

Al-so this scheme will provide higher reÌiability than the scheme

in case 7.3-7- Dc line or rectifier station outages wil-l- not permanently

shut down the entire dc system, because the unfaulted bipole and power

reversal facility at Nebraska (if available at that Èime) will provide

certain security of power supply at the Dorsey inverter station.

To sunnnarize the application of the proposed. multiterm1nat schemes

(case 7.3-1 and case 7.3.2) it is quite obvious that independent bipole 2

operation (case 7.3.1) represents the most economicar-, possible and

feasible dc interconnection for the incoming Nebraska station. ¡ihereas,

case 7.3.2 provides an evidence of more reliable and optimized system ¿ue to
the availability of bipole l_ at Dorsey dc bus.

7.4 Interconnection of an fntermediate Station

Assuming that an intermediate l-oad of 300 Mvt (Thompson mining complex)

has to be supplied from bipole 2, at a shortest dÍstance of 200 miles
(from right-of-waY), the following alternatives cou]d be considered for
the dc interconnection.

A. Series tapping.

B. Parall_el_ tapping.

7.4.I Operating philosophy

The MW rating of the intermediate station is 15% of the total- bipole 2

po\der . Therefore this interconnectj-on will be consid.r"d(5) u.= - tapping
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scheme.

Mesh interconnection is not considered due to the economic reasons.

A series inverter station may be l-ocated either on the riqht-of-wav
(Fis. 4*r (a) ) of the bipole 2 or at the l-oad centre (rig. 4-l (b) ) . I\7ith

the station on the right-of-way, the ac line conductor (from converter

transformer) will be designed on the basis of 1oad cuïrent. In case the

series station is at the l-oad centre, the dc l-ine conductor wil-l- be desiqned

for a series current of 2O0O A. Thus in the later case the conductor cost

and the cost of pov/er l-osses wil-l- be more than the r--asc wirh nn¡¡¡ercer

station on the right-of-way.

The paralle1 operated inverter station either on the right-of-way

or at the load centre wi-l-l reduce the cost of tra¡smission line and oowor

losses- For a coordinated and reliable operation of the radial scheme,

fast telecommunication, central- controller and dc cBs wil-l be reguired.

The insul-ation level at Thompson inverter station must correspond. to the

+ 500 kv dc line voltage. Also the line section between Henday and the

Thompson inverter must be prorated for 300 A (300 M!,I, + 500 kV). Here

it is assumed that the Henday rectifiers can supply 300 Mvù in excess of
Dorsey's primary demand of 2OOO Mi¡í.

rn the series scheme, station insulation level wifl correspond

to the station lror l-:co nr 7( r.-\z per pole (l5o ou"", for 3oo Mi¡1, 2000 A) .

Simple control, fast switching and remote operation can be satisfactoril-v

employed on a series scheme. The use of a central- controlLer fast tel-e-

commu¡lication and dc CBs can be avoided.

Therefore a series connected inverter station, on the right-of-way of

the dc line will provide a better alternative for supplying the Thompson load.
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CHAPTER 8

SIMMARY ANÐ CONCLUSTONS

8.1 Summary

Series, paral-le1 and a combination of both are the possibl-e TIVDC

muLtiterminal schemes.

The main aim of this thesis was to analyse these HVDC mul-titerminal_

schemes from performance, economic and reliabiritv aspects.

The reason for the choice of multiterminal schemes and their

advantages have been explained. Comparison of these schemes have been

made.

Based on this study, the for-lowing concr_usions are drawn and

some guidelines are set up.

8.2 Conclusions

(1) system pranning engineers have been considering the feasbility

of HVDC mul_titerminaL schemes for a long time.

(2) The application of the trvDC multiterminal systems could be made to
supply industrial or highly populated metropor-itan areas, inter-
connect large ac systems and interconnect long distance dc crans-

mission lines.

(3) For economic power transmission HVDC interconnections have t.o be

considered and utilized.

(4) The cost of converter stations and system losses with multiterminal
schemes wilr be lower than severar point-to-point HVDC schemes.
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(5) The parallel 0perated schemes are more reliable and fi-exibfe than

the series schemes.

(6) The mesh connected scheme is the costr_iest of ar_l the possibre

interconnections, but the most reriabre one. such a scheme reguires
fast tel-ecommunication, centraf control-ler and dc cBs for effective
operatì_on.

(7) A radial connection is highry recommended for mur_titer¡n_inar-

operation from the economic and perfoïmance point of view.
(8) A newly designed doubl-e circuit series scheme i-s equalJ-y reliable and

as efficient as that of a bipolar parall-el- radial- interconnection.
(9) power r-osses and reactive power demand are higher in a series

scheme as compared to a parallel scheme.

(10) DC line faults have severe effects on both series and paralÌe]
schemes. converter station faur-ts can easir-y be handr.ed in a

series connected scheme- Ac system faur-ts can affect the operation
of a paral_lel scheme.

(r1) sÈarting, stopping and power reversar at one station or the entire
system are easier on the series scheme than on the paral,Iel

scheme.

(r2) Future extentions are onty possibr-e on the radiar connected

schemes.

(13) There is no immediate demand for dc cBs in the series connected

schemes- This contrasts with the radiar connections. However,

dc cBs, if avair-abr-e, will improve and enabre to optimize Lhe system

performance in both schemes.



(14) Depending on the control- strategy selected, the conventional

fault clearing technique can easily be employed for the series

scheme. Also a simil-ar approach, complemented by dc load break

switches, can be used to clear the faul_ts on a paralleJ_ scheme.

(fS¡ To devel-op safe means

the complexity of the

(e.9., use the radiaL

scheme).

for deal-ing with the faulty situations,

dc transmission system has to be reduced

scheme in place of the mesh or combined

(16) HVDC multiterminal schemes offer another choice to the hands of

the power transmission engineer for the planning of their future

transmission svstems.
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APPENDTX T

CHÀRTS FOR A PARALLEL CONNECTED
MULTITERMTNAL SCHEME

individual
station
start

program

sel-ect mode of
operation and
rofaron¡o nrrrran'F

close dc
isolator

and ac CB

Cal-culate q
from eqn 3.7
and send it to
pole controller

station con-
rol-l-er set a

Start station by deblock-
ing and increase the
reference current

r-1 Flow chart for startinq of a station



scheme start
program

set initial
CL = 85o

initial o, =

ts l ra ¡hô h\r-

pass pair at
inverter
stations

al-arm message

debl-ock
rectifier

deblock
inverters

Increase
reference curr

114

close d.c
isolators,
ac CB and

Yes

block bypass
n¡i r nf

valves

L-2 Ffow chart for start,inq the whole scheme
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ual- statj.on
stop prog-
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reduce Iord
to zero and
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isolators
and ac CB
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'i l- r¡n'l l- a na

controlling
tation?

shift vol-tage
m¡r¡i ¡ irÂrzl {-a

\¡Jv /

other station

the
Ymin

are
values of
, or CX's in

limits?

redistribute
current to

other stations

are
the current

Yes

is the
station cur

nt i nfar-
*i++-.^+?.¡ttruLAltLr

yes

t'ii:= =:t'=t": 
I

- dmax) , eLc.!)

al-arm

f-3 Fl-ow chart for stopping a station

Yes
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individ-
"^I â!-UUqI ÞLdU

power reve
sal prog-

ram

cal-culate and redistribut
the new currents to other

stations

are the
val-ues of
currents in

limits?

the indi
ual stnrst

rogram

operate polarit
reversal
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the indivi
ua1 stn.
start pro-

T-4 Fl_ow chart for power reversal_ in a station
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Protective
Prograh

D1d stn-
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Restart
the other
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DC Line
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Reverse rect.
Lv f¡rv. suuP
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bridge at
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bridges at
other stations

Stop the schene

Open isolators

faulty stn
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bridge O.K

I-5 FIow chart for handling dc systen
rn a paralì.el schene

/ con.. \/\
I @"r. l\,'\,/\./
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APPENDTX Tf

CHARTS FOR A SERTES CONNECTED
MULTITERMINAL SCHE¡48

Yes

pen ground
switches

êYcênf

eference

Open bypass
switch
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dc system
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Start
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schemeStart
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Regulate
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Balance Vol-t..

fI-l- FLow chart for starting of a station and the ent:re scheme
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scheme
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scheme
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Reduce
l-ine current

Block al_l
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Open ac
and dc
isol.
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rr-2 Flow chart for stopping a station or entire scheme.
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APPENDIX ITI

CALCUT,ATTON OF POWER I,OSSES

Power losses on the radial scheme (Ref. Fig. 7-1 (a) )

= (2ooo)'(r) (rn.r=) + (tooo) t (r) (16.25) w

= l-16.24 + 32.5 MV'l

= 148. 74 MW ->

Power losses on the series scheme (Ref. Fig. 7-1(c))
))(2000)- (2) (14.s3) + (2000) - (2) (16.25) iÁi

= 116.24 + I3O.00 MV,l

= 246.24 N[¡] ->

Difference of power l-osses in case l- & case 2

= 246.24 - I48.74

97.50 MW

Cost of power loss (@ 2 cents,/Kl^lh) per year (Assuming Icad Factor = l-00e")

a)
= 97.50 x l-0- x ,* x 8760

= 17.082 x 106 Dollars

(1)

(2)


